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2

Abhi
˙
seka in the Vedic and post-Vedic Rituals

YASUHIRO TSUCHIYAMA

The abhi
˙
seka or the sprinkling of fluid over the image of a god, which

constitutes one of the essentials of the prati
˙
s
˙
thā ritual, has its origin in the

Vedic rituals.1 In this article I propose to discuss the historical develop-
ment of abhi

˙
seka as described in the Vedic and post-Vedic texts in order

to obtain an overall view of this ritual.

1 The Meanings of the Abhi
˙
sekas

The ritual meanings or the ideas revealed in the mantras and the explan-
ations of the Brāhma

˙
nas are not suited to be treated with such exactness

as the ritual acts prescribed in the Sūtra texts. The meanings are not ne-
cessarily confined to a certain scene of the ritual, but are easily applied to
other behaviours or occasions which are similar to it. They are also taken
over to the next period, undergoing some changes in the process. The
case of the meanings of the abhi

˙
seka is no exception. It is consequently

appropriate to treat the meanings of the abhi
˙
seka independent of the in-

vestigation of its performances. In what follows I shall first discuss the
changes brought about to meanings of the abhi

˙
seka by focusing mainly

on the passages which refer to the word abhi-
˙
sic or abhi

˙
seka.

1.1 Obtaining a Qualification or a Prestige
1.1.1 The Atharvaveda
The Atharvaveda is the first text that refers to the abhi

˙
seka. In this text,

the abhi
˙
seka constitutes one of the rituals by which a king or a chieftain

acquires superiority among his community. In two verses of the Paippalā-

dasa
˙
mhitā of the AV (AVP), the abhi

˙
seka is mentioned as a ritual act which

1 See, e.g. Witzel 1987: 15. Einoo has called the author’s attention to the similarity
between the abhi

˙
seka of the coronations and that of the prati

˙
s
˙
thā.
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bestows varcas (the meaning of which will be discussed in the following
section) on a person. They read as follows:

The heavenly waters that rejoice (madanti) at milk, those in the at-
mosphere and those being in the earth: with the splendour (varcas-)
of all those waters, I sprinkle (abhi

˙
siñcāmi) on thee. (AVP 4.2.6)

I have sprinkled on thee with splendour (varcas-) and with the heav-
enly milk. Savit

˙
r shall make thee so that thou mayest become an

increaser of friendship (mitravardhana-). (AVP 4.2.7)

The Śaunakasa
˙
mhitā of the AV (AVŚ) also has corresponding verses (AVŚ

4.8.5-6). AVŚ 4.8, which includes those two verses, has been examined
by renowned scholars in connection with the two coronation rituals of the
Kauśikasūtra (the laghvabhi

˙
seka and the mahābhi

˙
seka).2 However, this

hymn of AVŚ 4.8 has been appropriated for coronations by the ritual texts
of the Śaunaka school and that too only superficially. In the Kauśikasūtra
(17.1), the first verse of AVŚ 4.8 is cited merely in the pratı̄ka manner
at the beginning of the prescription of the coronation rituals. And in the
Vaitānasūtra (36.6-7), this hymn is recited in the rājasūya when the king
sits on the throne and is sprinkled upon, leaving the contents of the hymn
out of consideration. In both cases we do not know the purpose for which
this hymn was originally used.

On the contrary, in the phase of recent studies of the AVP, it is now
known that the tradition of AVP 4.2 has been taken over by the mantra
collection of the TB 2.7.15-173 with other variants of the complete verses
of AVP 2.52 and 4.3, and the simple installations of a king in the Śrauta
rituals, namely, the m

˙
rtyusava (BaudhŚS 18.16-19) and the rājābhi

˙
seka

(ĀpŚS 22.28.1-25, HirŚS 23.4.41-66) have been formed on the basis of
the mantra collection of TB 2.7.15-17. In these two royal installation
ceremonies the variants of AVP 4.2 are employed for the suitable acts
corresponding to their contents such as the king approaching the tiger
skin, sprinkling of water on the king, and his mounting the chariot.4 Thus,
it is clear that the tradition of the installation mantras of the AVP has
influenced the formation of the coronations of the Śrauta rituals.

2 Weber 1893: 139-43 and Bloomfield 1897: 378-80. For the ideas of kingship revealed
in AVŚ 4.8, see Schlerath 1960: 157-60.

3 KS 37.9 has variants of AVP 4.2 and 4.3, too, but their ritual usages are not known
because its ritual manual has been handed down only partially.

4 Details of the relation between AVP 4.2 and the mantras of the m
˙
rtyusava and the

rājābhi
˙
seka have been treated in the paper read at the Second International Vedic Workshop,

held in Kyoto in 1999, and will be dealt with separately.
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The ritual function of the abhi
˙
seka is not confined to the obtaining

of the kingship, but the abhi
˙
seka also serves in acquiring authority by

officers in other rituals. AVP 10.5.12 (≈AVŚ 19.31.12) reads as follows:

Troop-leader (grāma
˙
nı̄-) art thou. Thou being sprinkled (abhi

˙
sikta-),

sprinkle (abhi. . . siñca) on me with splendour (varcas-) for the status
of troop-leader.5 Brilliance (tejas-) art thou, keep up brilliance upon
me. Wealth (rai-) art thou, put wealth on me.

This verse informs us that the status of grāma
˙
nı̄ is acquired by being

sprinkled upon. Such function of the abhi
˙
seka as bestowing a qualific-

ation seems to have been popular as one of the main functions of sprink-
ling, as evidenced in the sava rituals of the Śrauta tradition such as the
b
˙
rhaspatisava, the sthapatisava, and so on (ı2.2.2).6 In the savas of the

BaudhŚS the mantras relating to sprinkling show a uniformity of style
and content. For example, the mantra of the b

˙
rhaspatisava (BaudhŚS

18.1: 343.15-17) states, ‘devasya tvā savitu
˙
h prasave ’śvinor bāhubhyā

˙
m

pū
˙
s
˙
no hastābhyā

˙
m sarasvatyai vāco yantur yantre

˙
na b

˙
rhaspatisavenābhi-

˙
siñcāmi’ (On the impulse of the god Savit

˙
r, with the arms of the Aśvins,

with the hands of Pū
˙
san, with the control of Sarasvatı̄, of the controller of

speech, I sprinkle on thee by means of the b
˙
rhaspatisava). The same

mantra also occurs in other contexts while replacing b
˙
rhaspatisavena

by the instrumental case of other savas like sthapatisavena, etc. With
the sprinkling of the sava the intended status like purohita or sthapati is
conferred.

In the AV there are other passages which indicate that sprinkling
elevates the sacrificer to a higher status, e.g. AVŚ 3.22.6:

Since the elephant has become the superior (ati
˙
s
˙
th¯́avat-) of the wild

animals that are comfortable to be mounted, with its fortune (bhága-)
and splendour (várcas-) I sprinkle (abhi

˙
siñcāmi) upon myself.

Bhága and várcas, which are bestowed upon the officiant or the sacrificer,
show the powers inherent in the fluids for sprinkling. These powers, of
which várcas is more frequently referred to in the AV, are regarded as

5 Read grāma
˙
nı̄thyāya instead of grāma

˙
nı̄thyāyā

˙
h.

6 Of course, the function of bestowing power on the sacrificer is not limited to the
word abhi-

˙
sic. In the passages which I have consulted for the preparation of this article, añj

(‘They (gods) should anoint (añjantu) me with splendour’ AVŚ 3.22.2d) and sam-añj (‘Thou
art prosperity (pu

˙
s
˙
tí-). Anoint (sam aṅdhi) me with prosperity’ AVŚ 19.31.13ab) are two

examples that also show the same function of such expressions. For further passages see
Kiehnle 1979: 149-50.
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having the virtue of enhancing the status, like the elephant among the
animals. This is also evident from the third verse of this hymn, i.e. AVŚ
3.22.3:

With what splendour (várcas-) the elephant has come into being,
(with what) the king among men, among waters, (with what) the gods
in the beginning went to godhood (devátā-), with that splendour, O
Agni, now make me into a man of splendour (varcasvín-).

In KauśS 13.1-3 the hymn, including these two verses, is recited to an
elephant, while the amulet made of ivory is wound around the neck of the
sacrificer. In AVPŚ 4.1.10 this hymn is recited every morning for consec-
rating an elephant for the king, while other mantras are recited to consec-
rate other paraphernalia of the king such as clothes, ornaments, his seat,
his horse, and so on.

1.1.2 Várcas

The significance of the abhi
˙
seka in bestowing prestige upon the concerned

person or things is, in the phase of the ritual ideas, ascribed to the power
of várcas inherent in the sprinkling water. As surmised from the passages
cited above, it is várcas that the sacrificer mainly obtains by means of the
sprinkling act. Thus, when it comes to the ritual meaning of the abhi

˙
seka,

it is várcas which ought to be examined first. The ritual meanings of
várcas contain three phases on the whole: first the splendid power derived
from the heavenly water; second an overwhelming power over the rivals,
which reflects the atmosphere of the atharvanic magic, and lastly a vital
power that secures a safe and long life for the sacrificer. I shall now adduce
some passages of the .Rg- and Atharvaveda representing these aspects of
várcas.

Várcas, according to the mantras cited above, is a power which is
inherent in the water for sprinkling. In a more general sense, it is a power
inherent in the heavenly fluids which are also expressed by the words
páyas, sóma, and mádhu [Lüders 1959: 351-55], in which, supposedly,
the sun or Agni exists:7 ‘The heavenly waters (āpó divy¯́a

˙
h) have I wor-

shipped. With sap (rása-) have we been put together. Being full of milk
(páyas-), O Agni, have I come. Me as such unite with splendour (várcas-)’

7 RV 3.22.2, 3.24.1, 6.13.2, and 9.66.21; AVŚ 5.3.1, 7.89.1, and 19.33.1. See Oldenberg
1917b: 107-17 and Lüders 1951: 294-95.
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(AVŚ 7.89.1);8 ‘A well-flavoured ointment, a great success (sam´
˙
rddhi) is

that (rain drop). And that is gold (híra
˙
nya-), splendour (várcas-), just pure

(pūtríma-)’ (AVŚ 6.124.3ab); ‘Agni’s portion (bhāgá-) are ye, brightness
(śukrá-) of the waters, O heavenly waters. Put splendour (várcas-) in us’
(AVŚ 10.5.7abc).9

These cosmological ideas are explicit in the mantras relating to king-
ship.10 The king is considered to hold the power of várcas: ‘To thee has
come the kingdom (rā

˙
s
˙
trá-). With splendour (várcas-) arise forth! As lord

of the people (viś ¯́a
˙
m páti-), as sole king (ekar¯́aj-), keep rule (or shine, ví

rāja)!’ (AVŚ 3.4.1ab); ‘Let this man be treasure-lord of treasures. Let
this king be the people-lord of people (viś ¯́a

˙
m viśpáti-). On him, O Indra,

put great splendours (várcas-)! Make his enemy a man without splendour
(avarcasá-)!’ (AVŚ 4.22.3).11

This virtue of várcas, as derived from the heavenly fluids or the sun,
is shared by the king: ‘The propitious fires sitting in the waters call we.
Put in me supremacy (k

˙
satrá-), splendour (várcas-), O heavenly (waters)’

(AVŚ 16.1.13). The glorious image of the sun is, therefore, projected in a
human king, that is typically illustrated by the Rohita (the red sun) hymn:
‘Rise up, O swift one (vājín-) being within the waters, enter into this
kingdom (rā

˙
s
˙
trá-), full of gladness (sūn´

˙
rtāvat-). Rohita that generated

this all should keep thee as well-kept for kingdom’ (AVŚ 13.1.1), ‘Róhi
˙
nı̄,

obedient to Róhita, is liberal (sūrí-), of beautiful colour (suvár
˙
nā-), lofty

(b
˙
rhat¯́ı-), very splendid (suvárcas-)’ (AVŚ 13.1.22ab).12 The king, as the

possessor of the various aspects of várcas, can be compared with the bride
described in the wedding mantras; the bride has the splendour (suvárcas-)
(AVŚ 14.2.18≈ RV 85.44, AVŚ 12.1.25), and acquires a vital power with
várcas (AVŚ 14.1.47, 14.2.2= RV 10.85.39).

Várcas, representing the sun or Agni, is a power to be obtained as an
overwhelming one over the sacrificer’s opponents: ‘Be splendour (várcas-)
mine, O Agni, in rival invocations (vihavá-). We would, kindling thee,
prosper ourselves. Let the four directions bow to me. With thee as over-

8 The materials cited in this section are confined to the AVŚ because the text of the AVP
has not been fully revised. For the corresponding verses of the AVP see the table presented
by Zehnder 1999: 224-52.

9 See further RV 10.9.9, AVŚ 6.68.2, 10.6.8, 12.1.7,8, 6.1.3, 14.1.35,36.
10 AVP Book 10, which deals with coronation rituals (Witzel 1997: 278), informs of the

close connection of varcas with kingship. See, e.g. AVP 10.2.1, 8, 5.7, 10.4.
11 See further AVŚ 3.5.1, 5.18.4, 13.1.20.
12 See further AVŚ 13.1.2,5. Várcas is an attribute of the sun in RV 1.6.7, 6.58.4,

10.112.3; AVŚ 3.22.4, 13.1.22, 13.3.16, 17.1.6,7,27,28, 19.26.2,3, 19.27, 28.
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seer we would overcome the battles’ (AVŚ 5.3.1);13 ‘Arise, arise, O sun!
Arise upon me with splendour (várcas-)! Let the foe become subject to
me. And let me not become subject to the foe’ (AVŚ 17.6ab).14 Várcas is
also a power and if the opponent is deprived of it, he is ruined: ‘As the
rising sun takes back the luster of the asterism, thus I take back the splend-
our (várcas-) of both the women and men that hate me’ (AVŚ 7.13.1).15 A
king who oppresses priests (brāhma

˙
ná) is deprived of both várcas and k

˙
sa-

trá: ‘He (the brāhma
˙
ná) does take away (the king’s) supremacy (k

˙
satrá-),

destroy splendour (várcas-) ’(AVŚ 5.18.4a). Thus, várcas is regarded as
the overwhelming power which supports the authority.

The vital power ( ¯́ayus) is often referred to together with the word vár-

cas. The following verse which is used when a new garment is put on a
youth shows this aspect of várcas: ‘Clothe, set him for us with splend-
our (várcas-)! Make him one dying from age (jar¯́am

˙
rtyu-), one having

long life (dı̄rghá- ¯́ayus-)!’ (AVŚ 2.13.2ab); ‘Unite him with splendour
(várcas-), and make him abundant with progeny (praj ¯́a-)!’ (AVŚ 6.5.1cd).
Besides ¯́ayus, śatáśarad (AVŚ 1.35.1cd=4.10.7cd) and anamı̄vá (AVŚ 2.29,
6b) belong to the sphere of the vital powers which are attained in con-
nection with várcas. After death one obtains a new body bestowed with
várcas: ‘Abandoning the fault, come home (to the world of the dead)
again! Let him unite himself with a body (tan¯́u-), having a good splend-
our (suvárcas-)’ (AVŚ 18.3.58cd ≈ RV 10.14.8cd).16

Generally speaking, várcas stands for the cosmological power which
is imbued with the vitality inherent in the cosmic fluids of the heaven, or
with the splendid power in the cosmic fire, the sun. By acquiring várcas,
one is imbued with splendour and dignity which overpower the competit-
ors in a contest, as well as vitality which secures long life and offspring.
Such are the aspects of várcas which are consistent with the functions of
the abhi

˙
seka, i.e. conferring qualification and bestowing power as men-

tioned earlier.

13 = RV 10.128.1 ‘der Ruhmesglanz oder der Nimbus des Siegers’ (Geldner’s note on
RV ibid.).

14 AVŚ 16.6a=16.7a. See further AVŚ 19.33.5cd.
15 See further AVŚ 4.22.3, 7.114.1, 19.36.1, and 19.49.4. A successor would gain várcas

and vijñ¯́ana (discernment) from all attendants in the assembly (AVŚ 7.12.3). The words
inspired by várcas, when spoken among the audience, would secure an agreement of the
attendants to their speaker (AVŚ 9.1.19).

16 For securing the vital power indicated by várcas, the sprinklings of watery medicine
are to be taken into consideration. Sprinkling of jālā

˙
sá on the bruised (AVŚ 6.57.2) and of

nitatn¯́ı on a bald head (AVŚ 6.136.3) can be thought of as securing várcas, namely the vital
power, to remedy the sufferer.
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1.1.3 The Mantras and Ritual Explanations of the
Yajurveda and the Brāhma

˙
nas

The idea of abhi
˙
seka revealed in the mantras of the YV and in the interpret-

ations of the Brāhma
˙
nas is basically the same as that in the AV, namely, the

bestowing of qualification and power. However, when examined in detail,
they seem to differ from the AV in the power to be acquired at the sprink-
ling (unction). The close relationship of the water for sprinkling with the
power of várcas seen in the AV is no longer a central feature of abhi

˙
seka

in the YV and the Brāhma
˙
nas; várcas in the new context becomes merely

one of the powers which are to be bestowed on the king when sprinkled
upon (anointed). There are in the YV and the Brāhma

˙
nas several mantras

which refer to várcas, but most of them are employed while preparing the
unction waters. Some unction waters are addressed as s¯́uryavarcas (TS
1.8.11a, MS 2.6.7: 68.3, VS 10.3), and they are appeased as a bestower of
várcas (AB 8.6). The waters are only addressed to bestow várcas on a
k

˙
satriya (TS 1.8.12a, b) or to confer kingship (rā

˙
s
˙
trad¯́a, TS 1.8.11c, MS

2.6.7: 67.13, 68.1, VS 10.3) without referring to várcas.
On the contrary, other kinds of powers are mentioned as those which

should be bestowed on the sacrificer at the time of sprinkling. The powers
are often referred to together with various deities who preside over them.
This is especially noticeable in the unction formula of the rājasūya, which
show a uniformity in all the Sa

˙
mhitās of the YV. The unction formula

refers to the deities and to their own powers to be granted to the sacrificer
by sprinkling, and in this context Soma (dyumná), Agni (téjas, bhr¯́ajas:
VS) and Indra (indriyá) are repeatedly mentioned in every Sa

˙
mhitā of the

YV. The unction formula of TS places Sūrya (várcas) between Agni and
Indra, and adds Mitrāvaru

˙
nāu (vı̄ryà) and Maruts (ójas) at the end. Thus,

the mantra of the TS runs as follows: sómasya tvā dyumnénābhí
˙
siñcāmy

agné
˙
h téjasā s ¯́uryasya várcasendrasyéndriyé

˙
na mitr ¯́aváru

˙
nayor vı̄ryè

˙
na

marútām ójasā (TS.1.8.14g), ‘With the glory of Soma I sprinkle on thee,
with the brilliance of Agni, with the splendour of the sun, with the power
of Indra, with the strength of Mitra and Varu

˙
na, with the force of the

Maruts.’ The unction formula of MS 2.6.11: 70.9-1117 adds viśve devā
˙
h

(krátu). Lastly the VS puts Sūrya (várcas) between Agni and Indra as TS
(VS 10.17, Heesterman 1957: 115). The Brāhma

˙
nas refer to the abhi

˙
seka

17 The next mantra indrásya yonír asi janaya (MS 2.6.11: 70.11) which is addressed to
the horn with which the body of the sacrificer is rubbed up does not show any direct relation
with the abhi

˙
seka. The birth motif is assigned to the horn, not to the abhi

˙
seka itself. See

Tsuchiyama 1996: 947.
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in the same way as the formula for the sprinkling in the rājasūya; the gods
referred to in the mantra of the abhi

˙
seka bestow on the sacrificer each

proper power; Sóma – dyúmna, Agní – téjas. . . (TB 1.7.8.3-4, ŚB 5.4.1.2),
and MS 4.4.5: 55.5 expresses the same idea in a generalized statement.
‘With these powers (indriyá-), these deities (devátā-), he sprinkles on him
(the king).’

Such multiplicity of powers to be bestowed on a king during the unc-
tion ceremony is also found in the various phases of the ritual explication.
While referring to the preparation of the unction waters a king is said
to be sprinkled with várcas (ŚB 5.3.4.12-13) and other powers (e.g. vı̄ryà,
ann¯́adya, páśu, ŚB 5.3.4.6-20). The deities of the twelve pārtha oblations,
which are performed before and after the act of sprinkling, bestow their
own powers on the king (ŚB 5.3.5.8-9, Tsuchiyama 1996: 942-939). The
powers inherent in the materials (e.g. aśvattha) with which the sprink-
ling vessels are made are transferred to the sacrificer at the time of the
unction (TB 1.7.8.7, ŚB 5.3.5.11-14, Heesterman 1957: 114). The sacri-
ficer who receives the abhi

˙
seka is feared by the earth because of the great

power (mahát) he has acquired (ŚB 5.2.1.18, 5.2.2.15, 5.4.2.20-21, cf.
5.4.3.23). The Aśvins recovered Indra’s power through the abhi

˙
seka (ŚB

12.8.3.1f).18

I would now like to examine several other points about the meanings
of abhi

˙
seka. The idea of guardians of the cardinal points, which already

appears in the AV,19 has also been incorporated in the Brāhma
˙
nas while

dealing with sprinkling upon the king. There are eight mantras of the
abhi

˙
seka in the m

˙
rtyusava and the rājābhi

˙
seka . Of these mantras the

first two are variants of AVP 4.2.6 and 7 (≈AVŚ 4.8.5 and 6) as indicated
earlier, and the third one is derived from RV 1.11.1, whereas the other
four mantras, which have been newly introduced, state that the guardians
of the directions (Vásus / Rudrás / Ādityás / Víśve Dev¯́a

˙
h / B´

˙
rhaspáti)

sprinkle the king with their metres (gāyatr¯́ı / tri
˙
s
˙
túbh / jágatı̄ / anu

˙
s
˙
túbh /

paṅktí). The same idea is found in a more elaborate form in the formulas
of the digvyāsthāpana (TS 1.8.13a-e, MS 2.6.10: 69.13-70.3, VS 10.10-
14), one of the preparatory rituals before the sprinkling of the rājasūya.

18 Such a multiplicity of powers and deities mentioned in the mantras relating to sprink-
ling and the ritual explication are also found in AB 8.7, 16, 20 (punarabhi

˙
seka and aindra

mahābhi
˙
seka).

19 The idea that the direction (pradiś) bestows the authority of kingship is found typ-
ically in AVŚ 3.4: ‘Let all the regions of the compass call thee, O king’ (3.4.1c); ‘Let these
five divine regions choose for the kingship!’ (3.4.2b). See further AVŚ 3.20.9, 4.15.1, 5.3.1,
6.40.2, 9.10.19, and 19.1.3. Cf. Schlerath 1960: 68 and Gonda 1966: 104.
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Each direction is thus related to the cosmic entities such as metre, stoma,
sāman, deity, and power (e.g. the east, samidh, gāyatrı̄, triv

˙
rt, rathanta-

ra, Agni, and brahman),20 which are bestowed on the king. The unction
mantras of the aindra mahābhi

˙
seka (AB 8.19) also indicate that kingship

is endowed with the powers of the directions or rather the cosmic entit-
ies represented by the directions (e.g. the east, Vásus, and sāmrājya / the
south, Rudrás, and bhaujya). Thus, it can be clearly noticed that when
the king is sprinkled upon or consecrated he is bestowed with the cosmic
powers pertaining to the all directions. This idea is a precursor of the idea
of the lokapālas such as represented in Manusm

˙
rti 7.3-5.

One of the ritual meanings referred to in the mantras relating to the
abhi

˙
seka is that of the birth. This is clear from the following mantra in

AB 8.7 on the sprinkling water which is used for the punarabhi
˙
seka and

aindra mahābhi
˙
seka.

Thee great, the universal king (sa
˙
mrājan-) of the great people (car

˙
sa-

˙
ni-) bore the divine (devı̄-) mother (janitrı̄-, namely, unction waters),
the auspicious (bhadrā-) mother bore.

Sprinkling (anointing) is (re-)production; on sprinkling on the victim, the
Brāhma

˙
na explains that when sprinkled upon by the sacrificer’s wife, the

victim is born again:21 yád adbhír abhi
˙
siñcáti púnar eváina

˙
m prájana-

yati (when she sprinkles water (on the victim), she makes it to be born
again) (MS 3.10.1: 128.10). This idea is not unrelated to that of bestowing
powers. Reproduction is, therefore, to be understood as a variation of the
primary idea of bestowing powers inherent in the act of sprinkling. In my
investigation of the interpretation of the rājasūya represented by the three
schools (Taittirı̄ya, Maitrāya

˙
nı̄ya, and Vājasaneya), I have indicated that

each of the three is distinguished by the importance it gives to a specific
motif. Thus, the puru

˙
sa-motif is prominent in the TB, the production-

motif in the MS, and the Prajāpati-motif in the ŚB (Tsuchiyama [1996]),
even though these three motives are interrelated with one another. For ex-
ample, the Prajāpati-motif is associated with the production-motif, for it is
from Prajāpati that a king is born (ŚB 5.3.3.15, 5.6). These three motives
are variations of the primary or the principal idea of bestowing powers.22

20 For the table of the cosmic entities mentioned in the formulae of the digvyāsthāpana,
see Heesterman 1957: 103-4.

21 The MānŚS employs the expression ā-sic, while the VārŚS uses abhi-
˙
sic. See Tsuji

1952: 66-67 (Japanese), 211-12 (English summary), and Schwab 1886: 110.
22 The production-motif can be seen more clearly in the mantras and the Brāhma

˙
nas

about the throne than in those of the sprinkling. See, e.g. TS 1.8.16c: ‘Thou art the womb of
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The idea of obtaining power revealed in the mantras is interpreted
as the acquisition of food or (re-)generative power (ann¯́adya, ánna). This
can be found in the abhi

˙
seka of the vājapeya and agnicayana in particular.

With the remnant (of the vājaprasavı̄ya offerings) he sprinkles on him
(the sacrificer). When with food (ann¯́adya-) he sprinkles on him, he
thereby bestows the food on him. Therefore, he sprinkles on him with
the remnant.23 (ŚB 5.2.2.12)

As can be seen from the above passage, one of the reasons why the acquis-
ition of food (ann¯́adya) is so much emphasized is that the abhi

˙
seka here

takes place after the vājaprasavı̄ya oblation with its remnant; by means of
the remnant of the vājaprasavı̄ya oblation, which precedes the abhi

˙
seka,

one can obtain food (TS 5.4.9.1, 5.6.2.3, TB 1.3.8.2, and MS 3.4.3: 47.16).
The abhi

˙
seka in the vājapeya and the agnicayana is, therefore, regarded as

bestowing the power of the vājaprasavı̄ya on the sacrificer. In this connec-
tion we have to point out that there is a difference of the ritual significance
of the abhi

˙
seka in the vājapeya and agnicayana, on the one hand, and that

in the coronation rituals like rājasūya, on the other. The former is subor-
dinate to the vājaprasavı̄ya oblation as pointed out just now, whereas the
latter occupies an independent position in that the unction fluids are pre-
pared specifically for the abhi

˙
seka (ı2.1). At any rate the primary mean-

ing of abhi
˙
seka as bestowing power shows several variations according to

its significance in the ritual contexts. In passing it is to be mentioned that
Rau [1957: 88] emphasized ‘Fruchtbarkeitszauber’ as the primary mean-
ing of abhi

˙
seka based on such a ritual idea as bestowing food as revealed

in the Brāhma
˙
nas, which, however, can be thought of only as a Brāhma-

˙
nical variation of the original meaning of obtaining várcas inherent in the
sun or heavenly water as indicated above with reference to the abhi

˙
seka

of the AV.

1.2 Offering Interpreted as Abhi
˙
seka

Abhi
˙
seka has a ‘symbolic’ meaning as is evident from the ŚB, which iden-

tifies the offering (āhuti) with the act of sprinkling (abhi
˙
seka) in the ritual

explication of the agnicayana.24 One of the passages in this text is that

the lordly power’ in the rājasūya, and AB 8.17: ‘The lordly power has been born . . . ’ in the
aindra mahābhi

˙
seka.

23 See further ŚB 5.2.2.1, TS 5.6.3.2 (agnicayana), TB 1.3.8.3 (vājapeya), and ŚB
12.8.12, 17, 18 (on the remnant of paśupuro

˙
dāśa of the sautrāma

˙
nı̄).

24 Gonda has cited some G
˙
rhya passages, where the sprinkling (pra-uk

˙
s) creates the

impression of being a dedication [Gonda 1980c: 127].
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of the vasor dhārā (offering of melted butter into the āhavanı̄ya fire on
the agni altar), which is interpreted as abhi

˙
seka, though no sprinkling is

actually performed.

And, the reason why he offers the vasor dhārā (in the agni altar) is :
this is his (Agni’s) abhi

˙
seka. The gods, having completed (sa

˙
msk

˙
r-

tyá) him wholly and entirely, sprinkled upon him with those wishes
(k¯́ama-), that is, with this vasor dhārā, and likewise this man (sacri-
ficer), having completed him wholly and entirely, sprinkles upon him
(agni altar) with those wishes, that is, with this vasor dhārā.

(ŚB 9.3.2.2)

The interpretation of the offering as abhi
˙
seka of Agni is also repeated

in the ritual explanations of the component oblations of the vasor dhārā
(yajñakratu-oblation in ŚB 9.3.3.1 and vayas-oblation in ŚB 9.3.3.7), and
is found in the ritual explanations of the vājaprasavı̄ya oblations (ŚB
9.3.4.3-5), the oblations of the soma juice (ŚB 9.4.4.8), and the kumbhe

˙
s-

˙
takā (TS 5.6.2.1).25

Behind this interpretation there seems to be at least two ideas: that of
offering as a means to accomplish the object of wish, and of the identifica-
tion of the agni altar with the sacrificer. First, by offering the oblations the
sacrificer gratifies the deities and acquires or accomplishes the object of
his wish in return. This is one of the characteristics of the ritual ideas of
the Brāhma

˙
na period (Oldenberg, 1919: 126-28), and is here introduced

into the explication of the agnicayana.

Being offered with the oblations (vásor dh¯́arā-) and being gratified
and sprinkled (abhí

˙
sikta-), he (the agní) grants him (the sacrificer)

these objects of wish (k¯́ama-).26 (ŚB 9.3.2.6)

The idea of a human king as an object from which benefit is obtained is
superimposed on the image of the agni altar.

Therefore people thus implore the human king who has been sprinkled
(abhí

˙
sikta-). (ŚB 9.3.3.11)

Thus by making an offering on the agni altar the sacrificer satisfies the
wish of Agni and in return acquires the accomplishment of his wish .27

25 In the vināyakakalpa, pouring and offering are interrelated; the priest offers (juhoti)
the offering materials on the head of a sacrificer who is possessed by the vināyakas, though
the offering materials are actually poured over his head. The remnants of offerings are given
away in the crossroads (MānGS 2.14.27, Yājñavalkyasm

˙
rti 1.284, 286).

26 For gratifying Agni, see ŚB 9.3.2.1 (vasor dhārā) and 9.3.4.2-5 (vājaprasavı̄ya).
27 Gonda 1965b: 179, 200-1. For the ritual interpretation of the libation of fat gravy
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The second reason why the offering on the agni altar is interpreted
as an abhi

˙
seka of Agni is because it is derived from the ritual meaning

given to the agni altar itself: the agni altar, as a cosmic man (puru
˙
sa) or

Prajāpati, is identified with the sacrificer.28 On the basis of this idea, the
ritual procedure for the agni altar is parallel to that for the sacrificer.

After offering the oblation (vājaprasavı̄ya-) on the agni altar, he
(the priest) sprinkles on him (the sacrificer), for that (altar) is his
divine body (dáiva- ātmán-), and this (sacrificer) is his human one
(mānu

˙
sá-); and the gods indeed were first, and thereafter the men:

therefore, after offering the oblation on the agni altar, he (priest)
sprinkles him (sacrificer) with the remainder of that. (ŚB 9.3.4.16)
Now when he offers [soma juice] in the fire, he sprinkles upon the
agni altar. So that divine body (agni altar) of him (sacrificer) becomes
sprinkled by soma, sprinkled by the immortality. And he (sacrificer)
drinks (the soma juice): he thereby sprinkles upon himself. So this
self (ātmán-) of him becomes sprinkled by soma, sprinkled by the
immortality. (ŚB 9.4.4.8)

As noticed from the above passages, the offering and the drinking
of soma by the sacrificer are clearly identified with sprinkling. The agni
altar itself, which is built only during the ritual processes, is thought of as
a divine body of the sacrificer that was constructed through the process of
the agnicayana. Thus the motif of the abhi

˙
seka is brought into the inter-

pretation of the offering on the agni altar. Here we can find an example of
the symbolic interpretation of the abhi

˙
seka.

The significance of the idea underlying the symbolic interpretation of
the abhi

˙
seka may be examined in two phases. First, this idea is inherited

from the AV and second there exists a certain relationship between the
symbolic interpretation and the idea of the prati

˙
s
˙
thā ritual of the later

period.

in the sautrāma
˙
nı̄ ‘having thus consecrated (abhi

˙
sicyá) him by means of those deities from

first to last, he thus, by means of oblations, makes all his wishes (sárva- k¯́ama-) successful
(sámardhayati)’ (ŚB 12.8.3.30), see Gonda 1980b: 135.

28 Oldenberg 1918: 14 (=Kleine Schriften p.332), Gonda 1960: 193-94, 1965b: 176-77.
The identification of the sacrificer with the āhavanı̄ya fire is also seen in other rituals. For
example, the offering of melted butter into the āhavanı̄ya fire means that brilliance (tejas)
is put into the sacrificer because the āhavanı̄ya fire is the resting place (āyátana) of the
sacrificer (PB 12.10.16,18). For other passages on the identification of the sacrificer with
the āhavanı̄ya see TS 3.1.3.2, TB 3.3.7.2, KS 21.4: 41.6 (the sacrificer’s ātman), MS 3.3.2:
33.16 (yajamānāyatana), TB 1.6.5.3 (yajamānadevatya), and Kau

˙
sB 3.9: 13.21-22 (āhava-

nı̄yabhāj).
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In the first place, the idea of abhi
˙
seka as a means to fulfil a desire is

anticipated in AVŚ 11.1.27:

These purified, cleansed and worshipful women (waters) I set down
(sādayāmi) in the hands of the priests (brahmán-) separately. With
what wish I now sprinkle (ábhi

˙
siñcāmi) on you, Indra with Maruts

shall grant (dadāt) that on me.

Here the water meant for sprinkling is thought to be an object of desire.
KauśS 63.4 prescribes that the priest does what is stated in the mantra,
that is, washing of his hands (Gonda 1965b: 213). AVŚ 6.122.5, showing
a slight variation (dadātu tát instead of dadād idám), accompanies the
sa

˙
msthitahoma in KauśS 63.29 (Gonda 1965b: 231-32). The fact that the

water for sprinkling are referred to as a desire (kāma) is equivalent to
the idea of offering as a means to acquire the objects of wish revealed
in the interpretation of the agnicayana as mentioned earlier. We find the
same idea in AVŚ 10.9.27:

The heavenly waters (āpó dev¯́ı
˙
h), rich in honey (mádhumatı̄

˙
h), drip-

ping of ghee I set down (sādayāmi) in the hands of the priests (brah-

mán-) separately. With what wish I now sprinkle (ábhi
˙
siñcāmi) on

you, let all that fall together (sá
˙
m padyatām) to me. May we be lords

of wealth.

AVŚ 10.9.27, which has the same pādas as AVŚ 11.1.27cd cited above, is
employed for setting the water pot (udakumbha) for washing used in the
sava ritual (KauśS 65.8) [Gonda 1965b: 262-63].

In these passages, the water employed for sprinkling are regarded as
objects of desire to be fulfilled by the priest or the sacrificer. In other
words, sprinkling functions as a means of the fulfillment of wishes. This
meaning attached to sprinkling is taken over and is fully developed in the
Śrauta ritual and in the theological explanation of the Brāhma

˙
nas, accord-

ing to which one accomplishes the fulfillment of a wish by presenting the
object of wishes to the gods in the form of the abhi

˙
seka. Thus, in AVŚ

10.9.27 and AVŚ 11.1.27 as treated before, sprinkling is thought to be a
means of gratifying deities, which may have been influenced by the basic
idea that the offering to the deities gratifies them.

In the second place, the idea of the abhi
˙
seka is possibly connected

to that of the prati
˙
s
˙
thā ritual. As the contributors to this volume indicate,

the image of the god to be sprinkled over in the prati
˙
s
˙
thā ritual is identi-

fied with the sacrificer by means of various nyāsa and meditation, just as
the agni altar is identified with the sacrificer. Similarly a Hindu temple
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which is sprinkled in the temple construction ceremony is regarded as the
(cosmic) man (Ogura 1999: 199-207) just like the agni altar. Thus in the
symbolic interpretation of ‘abhi

˙
seka’ of the agnicayana we can find one

of the sources of motives supporting the prati
˙
s
˙
thā of Hindu rituals.

2 The Ritual Procedure of Abhi
˙
seka

As pointed out in the beginning of the preceding section, it is the AV that
contains the first reference to abhi

˙
seka in India29 and the AV prominently

assigns to abhi
˙
seka the function of bestowing power and prestige on the

sacrificer. However, details of the ritual procedure are not known very
well due to lack of contemporary manual texts. At present, we confine
ourselves to the abhi

˙
sekas prescribed in the ritual texts, that is, in the

Śrauta- and G
˙
rhyasūtras. In these texts abhi

˙
seka is not carried out as an

independent unit, instead it is placed in a sequence of ritual acts as a ritual
component. The reconstruction of such a sequence of rituals including
the abhi

˙
seka, however, be undertaken in another monograph. What I shall

undertake here is to compare various types of abhi
˙
sekas and to examine

other performances closely connected with abhi
˙
seka.

A comparison of rituals brings about different results according to its
criterion which has been chosen in view of the purpose of the concerned
study. Here, in order to get the exact idea of abhi

˙
seka itself, I take two es-

sentials or rather two parameters of abhi
˙
seka into consideration, namely,

the preparation or the arrangement of the fluid to be used for sprinkling,
and the act of sprinkling itself.

In view of the significance attached to abhi
˙
sekas of the Śrauta ritual,

they can be divided into two groups. One group comprises abhi
˙
sekas

of the coronation rituals which are performed independently and mark
one of the climaxes among several ritual components. The other type
consists of abhi

˙
sekas found in the agnicayana, vājapeya, aśvamedha, and

sautrāma
˙
nı̄, where they occupy only a subordinate position in comparison

with its main performance, or, in other words, abhi
˙
seka is inserted as

‘intermezzo’ as Weber pointed out while dealing with the abhi
˙
seka of the

vājapeya (Weber 1892: 39).

29 In Iranian literature, e.g. in the Vı̄dēvdād, hic with auui means the sprinkling on a
barley field (Bartholomae 1904: 1268, 1727). In the sense of purifying, hic with paiti is
employed, e.g. sprinkling on the head (V 8.40), the sole of the left foot (V 8.70), and various
parts of the body (V 9.162-66).
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2.1 Abhi
˙
sekas in the Coronation Rituals

2.1.1 Rājasūya of the Yajurveda

Of the abhi
˙
sekas relating to the coronation rituals, the abhi

˙
seka in the

rājasūya of the Yajurveda reveals most the complexity of the sprinkling
(anointing) ceremony. The rājasūya itself has already been studied by
several scholars30 so far. However, in our intensive study of the ritual pre-
paration of the water for sprinkling and the sprinkling itself, it is necessary
to survey the ritual acts constituting the sprinkling ceremony. The follow-
ing is a list of the ritual acts performed during abhi

˙
seka mainly according

to the BaudhŚS and is supplemented by other ritual texts.

1. Preparation of the sprinkling fluids:
(a) Making libation in unction fluids and drawing of them.

BaudhŚS 12.8: 97.3-98.5, MānŚS 9.1.2.34-36, VārŚS 3.3.2.8-
25, ĀpŚS 18.13.1, 3-18, HirŚS 13.5.11-15, KātyŚS 15.4.25-45.

(b) Pouring the different fluids into a collective vessel.
BaudhŚS 12.8: 98.5-7, MānŚS 9.1.2.37, VārŚS 3.3.2.26, ĀpŚS
18.13.21, HirŚS 13.5.16-17, KātyŚS 15.4.46.

(c) Putting down of the collective vessel.
BaudhŚS 12.8: 98.8-9, MānŚS 9.1.2.37, VārŚS 3.3.2.27, ĀpŚS
18.13.21, HirŚS 13.5.18-19, KātyŚS 15.4.47.

(d) Putting a piece of gold in the collective vessel.
BaudhŚS 12.9: 99.1-2, MānŚS 9.1.3.1-3, VārŚS 3.3.2.28, ĀpŚS
18.13.21, HirŚS 13.5.20, KātyŚS 15.5.5.

(e) Pouring out the collected fluids into the four unction cups.
BaudhŚS 12.9: 99.3-5, MānŚS 9.1.3.4, VārŚS 3.3.2.28, ĀpŚS 18.
13.21, HirŚS 13.5.21, KātyŚS 15.5.6.

2. Sprinkling:
(a) Standing or sitting of the king on a tiger skin31 with his face

turned to the east and with his arms raised.32

BaudhŚS 12.10: 101.5, MānŚS 9.1.3.18, VārŚS 3.3.2.48, ĀpŚS
18.15.5, HirŚS 13.5.26, KātyŚS 15.5.25.

30 Weber 1893, Heesterman 1957, and Tsuji 1977d.
31 BaudhŚS 12.10: 101.5-6 seems to stipulate that the king sits on a tiger skin (Heester-

man 1957: 114 n.1). According to VārŚS 3.3.2.48 and ĀpŚS 18.15.10, the king stands at
sprinkling.

32 BaudhŚS 12.9: 100.4-5, MānŚS 9.1.3.14-15, VārŚS 3.3.2.40-41, ĀpŚS 18.14.16,
KātyŚS 15.5.28-29.
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(b) Sprinkling over the king with the fluid, through the holes of a
gold plate put on his head.33

BaudhŚS 12.11: 101.15-17, MānŚS 9.1.3.21-22, VārŚS 3.3.2.48,
ĀpŚS 18.16.1-5, HirŚS 13.5.32-34, KātyŚS 15.5.30-33.

3. Rubbing by means of an antelope horn the remaining fluid on the
sacrificer’s body starting from the lower part and moving upwards to
his chest.
BaudhŚS 12.11: 102.1-2, MānŚS 9.1.3.24, VārŚS 3.3.2.51, ĀpŚS 18.
16.7-8, HirŚS 13.5.35.

4. Offering the remainder of the unction fluid to Rudra.
BaudhŚS 12.11: 102.8-9, MānŚS 9.1.3.5-6, VārŚS 3.3.2.29, ĀpŚS 18.
13.22, 16.13, HirŚS 13.5.37.

From the above list, two points are evident: first, the procedure of the
abhi

˙
seka itself is independent of other ritual performances. In particular,

this can be ascertained by the fact that the unction fluids are prepared only
for the purpose of sprinkling. This is different from other types of abhi-

˙
sekas in the agnicayana, etc., in which the sprinkling fluid is not prepared
for itself, but, as shown below (ı2.2), the remnant of the vājaprasavı̄ya
offered beforehand is used as the fluid for sprinkling.

Second, the ritual acts constituting the sprinkling ceremony are gen-
erally common to all the schools. Indeed there are some minor differences
in the prescription among the Śrautasūtras: in the ĀpŚS — influenced by
the Maitrāya

˙
nı̄yas34 — the offering of the remainder left over in the col-

lective vessel to Rudra is allowed to be made before the sprinkling; in the
KātyŚS neither the rubbing up of the sacrificer’s body nor the offering of
the remainder to Rudra are carried out. However, the main procedures of
preparation of the sprinkling fluids and of the sprinkling, when compared
with other sprinkling ceremonies such as in the agnicayana, do not show
any variations among the Śrautasūtras.

Such an established sequence is not confined only to the sprinkling
ceremony of the rājasūya. The procedures of the chariot drive and of
the king sitting down on the throne, which follow the abhi

˙
seka and con-

stitute the main acts of the rājasūya besides the abhi
˙
seka, are also com-

mon to all the schools. It seems, therefore, reasonable to suppose that the

33 For placing a gold plate on the head see BaudhŚS 12.10: 101.7, MānŚS 9.1.3.19,
ĀpŚS 18.15.5, HirŚS 13.5.30, and KātyŚS 15.5.27.

34 It seems not to be denied that the interruption of the ‘old’ Taittirı̄ya tradition in the
ĀpŚS is explained by an external impact from the Maitrāya

˙
nı̄ya (Renou 1947: 181), although

the order of sprinkling S.-W.-N.-E. is peculiar to the Maitrāya
˙
nı̄yas (Tsuji 1977d: 213).
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main sequence of the rājasūya, which includes the abhi
˙
seka as an essen-

tial part of the ritual, has been firmly established beyond peculiarities of
the Yajurvedic schools.

2.1.2 The M
˙
rtyusava and the Rājābhi

˙
seka

The m
˙
rtyusava (BaudhŚS18.16-18) and the rājābhi

˙
seka (ĀpŚS 22.28.1-25,

HirŚS 23.4.41-66), despite their names being different, ought be treated
commonly, because they are dependent on the same mantra collection
(TB 2.7.15,16,17) derived from the mantra tradition of the AVP mentioned
earlier. The sequence of the main performances employing the verses of
the mantra collection is as follows;

1. Offering of ghee (āhuti): BaudhŚS18.16: 361.9-14, ĀpŚS 22.28.10,
HirŚS 23.4.49.

2. Sprinkling (anointing) over the sacrificer sitting on a tiger skin:
BaudhŚS 18.17:362.6-14, ĀpŚS 22.28.13, HirŚS 23.4.51.

3. Raising and lowering of the sacrificer’s arms: BaudhŚS 18.17: 362.
18-20, ĀpŚS 22.28.14, HirŚS 23.4.52-54.

4. Ritual march (rathāroha
˙
na): BaudhŚS 18.17: 363.1-10, ĀpŚS 22.28.

18-23, HirŚS 23.4.57-64.
5. Cutting of the hair (vapana): BaudhŚS 18.19: 365.8-14, ĀpŚS 22.28.

4-8, HirŚS 23.4.44-48.

As is clear from the above, in the rājābhi
˙
seka the cutting of the sacrificer’s

hair takes place towards the beginning of the whole procedure, while in
the m

˙
rtyusava it is practiced at the end. This difference in the sequences

is caused by the order of the anuvākas in the mantra collection that they
adopted. The m

˙
rtyusava employs them according to the order of anuvākas

15,16 and 17, while the rājābhi
˙
seka uses the anuvākas in the order of

17,15 and 16. Notwithstanding this difference of the total procedure, the
sequence of abhi

˙
seka itself is the same in both coronations. Sprinkling

is performed over the sacrificer who sits on the tiger skin, although the
BaudhŚS adds some other prescriptions, which show the same features
with other abhi

˙
sekas of the BaudhŚS in general; surrounding the sacrificer

with the gold and silver plates, wiping up the sacrificer, crying out in a
chorus, releasing his speech, and wiping the face.

There are two points that ought to be noted while making a compar-
ison with the abhi

˙
seka of the rājasūya. First, the water meant for sprink-

ling is brought from the four directions (m
˙
rtyusava, BaudhŚS 18.16: 361.6-

7) or is mixed with the young blades of sprout (tokman) or panic grass
(dūrvā) (rājābhi

˙
seka, ĀpŚS 22.28.13, HirŚS 23.4.51). The ingredients of

plants put into sprinkling water in the ĀpŚS indicate a different tradition
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of the preparation of the unction fluid because those ingredients put into
water in the rājasūya are confined to those belonging to cows (e.g. ghee,
curd and amniotic fluid of a calf) and honey.35 The putting of plants into
water for sprinkling reminds us of abhi

˙
sekas of the coronations of the AB

(ı2.1.3) and of the post-Vedic coronations (ı3).
Second, the raising and lowering of the sacrificer’s arms takes place

after abhi
˙
seka. It is performed after the unction as a continuous set of per-

formances without interlude. This procedure seems to be more practical
than that of the rājasūya, where the sacrificer raises his arms before the
sprinkling and chariot drive, and lowers them after these acts (Heester-
man 1957: 96-97, 101-2). Thus, the m

˙
rtyusava and rājābhi

˙
seka belongs

to a ritual tradition which contains more simple forms of ritual actions
than those found in the rājasūya.

2.1.3 The Coronations of the Aitareya Brāhma
˙
na

There are two coronations belonging to the school of the .Rgveda, namely,
the punarabhi

˙
seka and the aindra mahābhi

˙
seka described in the AB.36

Abhi
˙
sekas of these two coronations consist mainly of three ritual acts: the

preparation of the unction fluids, the act of sprinkling itself, and some
activities after the sprinkling such as sacrificer’s drinking of surā, giv-
ing of dak

˙
si

˙
nā and stepping out to the aparājita, namely, the north-east

direction37 (punarabhi
˙
seka). Of these the first two acts deserve to be con-

sidered here as the dominant features of abhi
˙
seka.

Punarabhi
˙
seka

1. Eight ingredients are poured into the water used for sprinkling con-
tained in a goblet made of udumbara. They are curd (dadhi), honey
(madhu), melted butter (sarpis), rain water collected during sunshine
(ātapavar

˙
syā āpa

˙
h), rice sprout (śa

˙
spa), barley sprout (tokman), crude

beer (surā) and dūrvā grass. (AB 8.5)
2. The king is sprinkled upon when he has mounted the throne (āsandı̄)

made of udumbara and covered with a tiger skin, while the officiant

35 See the list of water used in the rājasūya [Heesterman 1957: 84-85].
36 See Weber 1893: 111-17. Punarabhi

˙
seka is an annual renewal of the kingship, while

aindra mahābhi
˙
seka is to be performed only in the first coronation of the king. See Witzel

1987: 9 and Keith’s note on his translation of the AB, p. 322.
37 The king’s stepping out towards the north-east direction means his reverence to the

quarters and the security of his conquest: aparājitā
˙
m diśam upati

˙
s
˙
thate jitasyaivāpuna

˙
h-

parājayāya (AB 8.9) ‘He reveres the unconquered quarter, to secure the permanence of his
conquest’ (tr. Keith). This performance and its meanings find their correspondence in the
expanding the quarters (digvyāsthāpana) and the chariot drive in the rājasūya. For aparājita
see Gonda 1980c: 53-54.
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places an udumbara branch above the head of the sacrificer (Sāya
˙
na:

śirasy udumbaraśākhayā vyavadhāna
˙
m k

˙
rtvā . . . ). (AB 8.6-7)

Aindra mahābhi
˙
seka

1. Eight kinds of trees and plants in the shape of green shoots are poured
into the unction waters contained in a goblet made of udumbara.
They are nyagrodha, udumbara, aśvattha, plak

˙
sa, rice (vrı̄hi) with

barley sprout (tokman), large rice (mahāvrı̄hi) with young blades,
panic seeds (priya

˙
mgu), and barley (yava). The eight ingredients as

listed above in the punarabhi
˙
seka are also mixed with them.

(AB 8.16)
2. The king is sprinkled upon in the same manner as in the punarabhi-

˙
seka, but through the golden strainer (jātarūpamaya-pavitra) which
replaces the udumbara wood in the punarabhi

˙
seka. (AB 8.17-18)

In comparison with the abhi
˙
seka in the rājasūya of the YV, two points

of difference need to be noted here. First, in the abhi
˙
seka of the AB the

sacrificer is seated on throne (āsandı̄) covered with a tiger skin, while in
the rājasūya of the YV he stands or sits on the tiger skin in the sprinkling
act and does not take a seat till the conclusion of the chariot drive.38 This
feature of the AB corresponds to the abhi

˙
seka of the agnicayana, vāja-

peya, and so on (ı2.2.1).
Second, in the abhi

˙
seka of the AB the diversity of plants put into the

sprinkling fluids is prominent, while in the YV mainly the products of the
cow such as melted butter (ājya), milk (payas), and curd (dadhi) are put
into the sprinkling waters. This resembles the rājābhi

˙
seka of the ĀpŚS

(ı2.1.2) and also the coronation ritual of the ancillary literature; barley,
sesame, rice and so on as well as the five products of cow (pañcagavya)
are to be put into the water of a river or of the ocean in the rājyābhi

˙
seka

(BaudhGŚS 1.23.6, 14) (ı3.1). Such a diversity of the ingredients comes
into prominence in course of time. A chronological assumption that the
sections dealing with the coronation rituals in the AB are added later39 is
not inconsistent with this tendency. The features of the coronation rituals
as delineated in this text found its way into the Vidhāna literature (ı3.3).

2.1.4 Coronations of the Kauśikasūtra and the Vaitānasūtra
Abhi

˙
sekas of the ritual sūtras belonging to the AV are ones described in

the KauśS and the VaitS. Here coronation rituals of the KauśS will be
dealt with first.

38 The prescription of the VārŚS seems to be exceptional in that the sacrificer is standing
on the throne in the sprinkling of the rājasūya (3.3.2.48).

39 Witzel 1987: 11, n. 8 and 1997: 320-22.
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The essentials of two abhi
˙
sekas in the KauśS (17.1-11: laghvabhi

˙
seka,

17.12-29: mahābhi
˙
seka) are, paying attention to the unction waters and

sprinkling as done in the preceding sections, itemized as below:

1. Preparation of the unction water from the great rivers (mahānadya
˙
h)

(17.1).
2. Sprinkling on the king, who stands on darbha grass in the south of the

parig
˙
rhyā-vedi40 (17.2: laghvabhi

˙
seka), or who sits on a bed (talpa)

covered with darbha grass (17.12: mahābhi
˙
seka).

In these two abhi
˙
sekas the standing posture of the king at the sprinkling

ceremony of the laghvabhi
˙
seka is clearly distinguished from the sitting

posture of the king in the mahābhi
˙
seka. The standing posture in the laghv-

abhi
˙
seka is similar to that in the rājasūya of the YV though the darbha

grass is replaced by a tiger skin. On the other hand the king’s sitting on a
bed in the mahābhi

˙
seka is akin to the sprinkling scenes of the coronations

of the AB, or rather to the abhi
˙
sekas of the agnicayana and other king-

ship rituals which have secondarily taken form, being modelled after the
abhi

˙
seka of the rājasūya. Moreover, the clear differences of the ritual per-

formances between both coronations of the laghvabhi
˙
seka and mahābhi-

˙
seka range over their entire ceremonies; in the laghvabhi

˙
seka (17.1-11),

after the sprinkling act, the king mounts a bed (talpa) covered with a bull
skin (ār

˙
sabha-carman), fills the water-vessel and exchanges it with his

purohita. After having a dialogue with him and eating the porridge (sthā-

lı̄pāka), the king mounts a horse and rides in the north-eastern direction
(aparājitā), and gives a thousand cows or a village to the priest. On the
other hand, in the mahābhi

˙
seka (17.12-29), after being sprinkled upon, the

king mounts a couch (śayana) covered with a tiger skin and is carried to
the assembly (sabhā) by the king’s four sons (rājaputra), who hold its four
legs, and his feet and body are washed by servants (dāsa, mahāśūdra).
After these arghya-like ritual acts, a dice game, a dialogue with a vaiśya,
eating food, riding a horse and serving food mixed with honey (madhumi-
śra) to brahmins take place. Although the horse riding that corresponds to
the chariot drive of the rājasūya in the YV takes place in both coronations,
ritual components are greatly different from each other, so that one can
not surmise that the mahābhi

˙
seka has directly developed from the laghv-

abhi
˙
seka. It is more likely that the mahābhi

˙
seka has been patterned after

the form of the rājasūya of the YV.
As for the abhi

˙
seka of the rājasūya in the VaitS, the similarity with the

coronations of the AB is more noticeable; the sacrificer is sprinkled upon

40 See Bloomfield 1897: 379, n. 2 and Caland 1900: 39, n. 3.
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while sitting on a chair (āsandı̄) covered with a tiger skin (VaitS 36.6-7)
and there is no reference to the chariot drive. The VaitS, nevertheless, has
a different position as a ritual sūtra belonging to the AV because it employs
the mantras of AVŚ 4.8 at the sprinkling ceremony.

2.2 Abhi
˙
seka in Other Rituals of the Śrautasūtras

Several of the rituals of which abhi
˙
sekas are parts of are prescribed un-

der the name of sava in the ritual literature (Gonda 1965b: 13-17). In
the BaudhŚS the savas are dealt with in the ekāha section. Further some
‘major’ sacrifices in which the abhi

˙
sekas are performed are also called

sava; the agnicayana, the rājasūya, and the vājapeya are called agni
˙
sa-

va, varu
˙
nasava, and samrā

˙
tsava, respectively.41 However, all the rituals

in which an abhi
˙
seka is held are not necessarily treated as sava. For ex-

ample, the aśvamedha and the kaukilı̄ sautrāma
˙
nı̄, which are not termed

savas, contain, however, the sprinkling ritual. Hence, we shall examine
here the various forms of sprinkling in the Śrauta ritual without restricting
our examination only to the sava category.

2.2.1 Agnicayana and Other Royal Rituals
First, the abhi

˙
sekas of the major sacrifices in the BaudhŚS (agnicayana

10.57-58: 60.8-16 [Ikari, Arnold 1983: 603-4], vājapeya 11.7: 74.8-16
[Weber 1892: 39], aśvamedha 15.32: 238.5-6 [Dumont 1927: 343]) which
show the uniformity in the forms of rituals in this text will be dealt with:

1. Employing the remnant of the vājaprasavı̄ya offerings as fluids for
sprinkling.

2. Sprinkling upon a sacrificer who is sitting facing east at the place of
the sacrificer (yajamānāyatana) covered with a black-antelope skin,
upon and under whom the golden and silver plates are placed respect-
ively. The mantra used while sprinkling is also the same for the three
abhi

˙
sekas.42

3. Rubbing up the sacrificer’s body after sprinkling.

These procedures differ from those of the rājasūya in the following three
points; first, the remnant of the vājaprasavı̄ya offering is employed as
fluids for sprinkling, while in the rājasūya of the YV the unction fluids

41 See Caland’s note on ĀpŚS 22.25.1 and Weber 1892: 39.
42 TS 1.7.10.3h: devásya tvā savitú

˙
h prasavè ’śvinor bāhúbhyā

˙
m pū

˙
s
˙
nó hástābhyā

˙
m

sárasvatyai vācó yantúr yantré
˙
nāgnés tvā s ¯́a

˙
mrājyenābhí

˙
siñcām¯́ındrasya tvā s ¯́a

˙
mrājyenā-

bhí
˙
siñcāmi b´

˙
rhaspátes tvā s ¯́a

˙
mrājye

˙
nābhí

˙
siñcāmi.
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are prepared independently. This means that in those three rituals, abhi-

˙
seka takes a subsidiary position from the viewpoint of the ritual struc-
ture, which gives the impression that the abhi

˙
seka of the agnicayana and

others has been incorporated secondarily into the sequence of rituals.
This subsidiary character of the abhi

˙
seka may offer, from the viewpoint of

ritualistic ideas, an opportunity to interpret the sprinkling as obtaining
food (annādya, anna) which was one of the main motives in ritual theo-
logy of the Brāhma

˙
na texts (ı1.1.3). Second, it can be noticed that the

sacrificer receives the sprinkling in the sitting posture at his place, which
is common to all the abhi

˙
sekas of the BaudhŚS.43 This posture is dif-

ferent from that of the Maitrāya
˙
nı̄ya, which prescribes the use of a chair,

so that this sitting posture is presumably the original tradition of the
BaudhŚS. Lastly, the raising and lowering of the sacrificer’s arms at the
time of sprinkling is absent here. This performance is carried out in the
m

˙
rtyusava and rājābhi

˙
seka besides the rājasūya, which leads us to con-

jecture that it may have originally been part of the coronation process.
Turning to the other Śrautasūtras, the Maitrāya

˙
nı̄ya school has the

following abhi
˙
seka in the sautrāma

˙
nı̄ (MānŚS 5.2.11.24, VārŚS 3.2.7.34),

agnicayana (MānŚS 6.2.5.28-30, VārŚS 2.2.4.10-11), vājapeya (MānŚS
7.1.3.17-22, VārŚS 3.1.2.24-25 [pari-sic]), and aśvamedha (MānŚS 9.2.5.
6-8, VārŚS 3.4.5.5 [Dumont 1927: 92]) and they exhibit certain distinct
features:

1. Employing the remnant of the vājaprasavı̄ya offerings as fluids for
sprinkling.

2. Sprinkling upon the sacrificer who sits on a chair (āsandı̄) which
is covered with a black-antelope skin or a goat skin (agnicayana,44

vājapeya), or without a covering of animal skin (sautrāma
˙
nı̄).

3. In the aśvamedha, the sacrificer is sprinkled upon in the sitting pos-
ture on a lion skin, while a bull’s skin and a gold plate are being
upheld above him.

These features of each abhi
˙
seka are followed by the ĀpŚS (19.9.13-15:

sautrāma
˙
nı̄, 17.19.5-7: agnicayana, 18.6.6: vājapeya, and 20.19.13-20.3:

aśvamedha), except that in the vājapeya the gold plate is placed under the

43 Fushimi [1992] has pointed out that, in the BaudhŚS, the abhi
˙
seka of the rājasūya

serves as a model of the abhi
˙
seka of the vājapeya, which is followed by that of the agni-

cayana.
44 The sorts of hides vary according to the status of the sacrificer or the nature of his

wishes (ĀpŚS 17.19.5-8).
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foot of the sacrificer.45 In comparison with the abhi
˙
seka of the BaudhŚS,

the Maitrāya
˙
nı̄ya school has a chair on which the sacrificer is to be seated

at the time of sprinkling, while a gold and a silver plates, which are used to
surround the sacrificer in the abhi

˙
sekas of the BaudhŚS, are not employed

here, except that a gold plate is used in the aśvamedha. From the chrono-
logical point of view then, it can be safely surmised that the sitting posture
of the sacrificer on a chair while being sprinkled, which characterizes the
two coronations of the AB (ı2.1.3), the mahābhi

˙
seka of the KauśS, and

the rājasūya of the VaitS (ı2.1.4), has its origin in the prescription of the
Maitrāya

˙
nı̄ya.

In the KātyŚS the ritual manner of the abhi
˙
seka differs according to

the kinds of fluids used for sprinkling and the animal skin used.

1. Using as fluids for sprinkling the remains of the mixture of the seven-
teen kinds of food with water and milk (vājapeya: 14.5.24), remnant
of the vājaprasavı̄ya offerings (agnicayana: 18.5.4-8), or the remain-
ing part of the paśupuro

˙
dāśa (sautrāma

˙
nı̄: 19.4.14).

2. Sprinkling upon the sacrificer sitting on a chair covered with a goat
skin (vājapeya: 14.5.15), sitting or standing on a black-antelope skin /
goat skin (agnicayana: 18.5.6, 9-13), or a black-antelope skin (sautrā-

ma
˙
nı̄: 19.4.8-9).46

These features vary so much that it is not easy to sum them up, but they
can be explained by the fact that abhi

˙
seka has been incorporated as a sub-

sidiary component into the concerned ritual, and each abhi
˙
seka evolves

on its own way without being restricted by traditional procedure of the
abhi

˙
seka.

2.2.2 Savas
In the BaudhŚS the prescriptions for the savas follow the same style and
scheme, and those of sprinkling share common features with the other
abhi

˙
sekas of the BaudhŚS mentioned above.

1. At sprinkling, the sacrificer sits on a hide, the sort of which varies
according to the sava, and a gold and a silver plates are placed on his
head and under his foot respectively.

2. The priest rubs the fluid on the body of the sacrificer.

45 According to ĀpŚS 18.6.1-3, the sacrificer mounts a chair by stepping on the gold
plate.

46 In the sautrāma
˙
nı̄, the sacrificer who is to be sprinkled upon has already been

smeared with fragrant materials (surabhi) (KātyŚS19.4.14).
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The differences within the savas themselves lie mainly in the kinds of
fluids used for sprinkling , the hide and the qualification to be acquired, or
the wish to be fulfilled by the concerned sava. I shall summarize below the
characteristics of each sava in the BaudhŚS, showing their correspondence
with those mentioned in other Śrautasūtras.

1. b
˙
rhaspatisava

Sprinkled with melted butter (ājya) on a black-antelope skin (k
˙
r
˙
s
˙
nā-

jina): BaudhŚS 18.1-2; ĀpŚS 22.7.11 (ājya, or remnant (sa
˙
msrāva)

of the śukra- and manthin-graha), HirŚS 17.3.11, KātyŚS 22.5.14,
MānŚS 9.3.3.25 (sprinkled on a chair with ājya).47

2. sthapatisava (vaiśyasava, māsasava)
Sprinkled with curd (dadhi) on a bull skin (ār

˙
sabha-carman): Baudh-

ŚS 18.3;48 ĀpŚS 22.25.5, HirŚS 23.4.3.
3. sūtasava (grāma

˙
nı̄sava,

˙
rtusava)

Sprinkled with clarified butter (gh
˙
rta), which is purified beforehand

with gold, on a black-antelope skin: BaudhŚS 18.4.
4. somasava

Sprinkled with milk (payas) on a black-antelope skin: BaudhŚS 18.5;
ĀpŚS 22.25.11 (sprinkled with waters), HirŚS 23.4.7.

5. p
˙
rthisava

Sprinkled with a mixture of four kinds of water, which are brought
from the four directions, on a red bull (rohita-āna

˙
duha) skin: Baudh-

ŚS 18.6; ĀpŚS 22.25.16 (sprinkled with waters), HirŚS 23.23.4.9.
6. gosava

Sprinkled with fresh milk (pratiduh) on a black-antelope skin: Baudh-

ŚS 18.7; ĀpŚS 22.12.17, HirŚS 17.5.23, MānŚS 9.3.5.23, KātyŚS 22.
11.9-10 (sprinkled upon a king sitting on the ground (stha

˙
n
˙
dila)).49

7. odanasava
Sprinkled with a mixture of four kinds of waters, which are brought
from the four directions, on a red bull skin: BaudhŚS 18.8-10; ĀpŚS
22.26.11, HirŚS 23.4.26.

8. m
˙
rtyusava

Sprinkled with a mixture of four kinds of water, which are brought
from the four directions, on a tiger skin (śārdūlacarman): BaudhŚS
18.16-19 (ı2.1.2).

47 For other texts on the b
˙
rhaspatisava, see Caland’s note on PB 17.11. For the time of

its performance, see Caland 1919: 68 (n.10).
48 Cf. PB 17.11.8, 9.
49 Cf. PB 19.13.1, 7, 9. For other texts of the gosava, see Caland’s note on his trans-

lation of PB 19.13.
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The new Taittirı̄ya school mentions two more savas.

9. brāhma
˙
nasava

The sacrificer, who wishes the splendour of brahman (brahmavarca-

sakāma
˙
h), sitting upon a black-antelope skin is sprinkled upon with

clarified butter which has been purified beforehand with gold: ĀpŚS
22.25.6-8, HirŚS 23.4.4.

10. rājābhi
˙
seka

Sprinkled by waters with the barley sprout (tokman) or panic grass
(dūrvā) on a tiger skin: ĀpŚS 22.28.10-13, HirŚS 23.4.49-51 (ı2.1.2).

The fluids for sprinkling are provided for their own sake in nearly
all cases except the b

˙
rhaspatisava in which the remnant of the preceding

oblations is employed,50 but the ritual for the preparation of the fluids
for sprinkling, namely, the purification of the water with gold, is scarcely
referred to but in the sūtasava and the brāhma

˙
nasava. These simple but

independent forms of abhi
˙
seka may lead us to assume that they retain

features of earlier procedures.

2.2.3 Concluding Remarks
At the beginning of this section, in order to understand the abhi

˙
sekas

which are described in various ways in the Śrauta texts, I have selected the
preparation or supply of fluids for sprinkling and a procedure of sprink-
ling itself as valid parameters, and by focusing on them, I have investig-
ated various types of abhi

˙
sekas. Here I shall recapitulate the results of my

investigation, highlighting the differences between the Vedic schools.

1. The abhi
˙
sekas of the coronation rituals are characterized by an inde-

pendent preparation of the unction fluids and this is seen in the coron-
ations of the YV (rājasūya, m

˙
rtyusava, rājābhi

˙
seka, and gosava),

of the AB (punarabhi
˙
seka and aindra mahābhi

˙
seka), and of the AV

(laghvabhi
˙
seka and mahābhi

˙
seka of the KauśS and rājasūya of the

VaitS), while some abhi
˙
sekas of other rituals use the remnants of

offerings performed earlier, to which category the vājapeya, the
agnicayana, the aśvamedha, the sautrāma

˙
nı̄, and some other savas

belong.
2. Regarding the materials mixed with the water meant for sprinkling,

there has been a tendency over a period of time to diversify the in-
gredients. First, the abhi

˙
sekas of the KauśS and the m

˙
rtyusava of

50 B
˙
rhaspatisava is often performed after the abhi

˙
seka of the sacrificer in the vājapeya.

See Kane II: 1211.
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the BaudhŚS51 only prescribe that the unction fluids are to be fetched
from the great rivers. Next comes the rājasūya of the YV where some
materials such as the amniotic fluid of a calf, milk, curd, ghee, and
honey are mixed.52 Besides, the rājābhi

˙
seka of the ĀpŚS refers to

barley sprout (tokman) and dūrvā-blades to be added to the water.
Finally, the AB describes putting the eight kinds of materials into
water including tokman and dūrvā as mentioned above. The diversity
of the materials mixed with the water becomes more remarkable in
the case of coronations of the post-Vedic rituals.

3. The sacrificer’s posture during the sprinkling53 is divided into three
types. First, in the simple coronations, that is to say, in the m

˙
rtyu-

sava and rājābhi
˙
seka whose origins can be ascribed to the coronation

hymn of AVP 4.2 (≈ AVŚ 4.8), the king sits on a tiger skin while be-
ing sprinkled upon. This posture is common to all the other abhi

˙
sekas

of the BaudhŚS, although the sort of the hide on which the sacrificer
sits varies according to the purpose of the sava. The abhi

˙
seka of the

rājasūya of VādhS 10.554 shares this feature with the BaudhŚS. This
style of the sacrificer’s posture accordingly belongs to the early trad-
ition. Second, in the rājasūya of the MānŚS, VārŚS, ĀpŚS, HirŚS, and
KātyŚS the king takes a standing posture on a tiger skin while being
sprinkled upon. The same posture is also found in the laghvabhi

˙
seka

of the KauśS, though on this occasion the king is required to be stand-
ing on darbha grass, which indicates a simple form of the sprinkling.
Third, the coronations of the AB (punarabhi

˙
seka and aindra mahā-

bhi
˙
seka) and those of the ritual texts of the AVŚ (the mahābhi

˙
seka of

the KauśS and the rājasūya of the VaitS), which are presumed to be
a later origin, have a chair (āsandı̄ or talpa) covered with a tiger skin
on which the king sits and is sprinkled upon.

The use of a chair at the sprinkling scene seems to have been
first introduced by the Maitrāya

˙
nı̄yas; they make use of a chair in

the abhi
˙
sekas of the vājapeya, agnicayana, and sautrāma

˙
nı̄, but not

of the rājasūya. Thus, this new type of sprinkling may have influ-

51 It is pointed out that the rājasūya described in the BaudhŚS differs from that in later
texts like the ŚB and has its original meaning as an adoption ceremony. See Falk 1984: 118-
20.

52 Heesterman 1957: 84-85 and Tsuji 1977d: 201-4.
53 For the sacrificer’s posture in the abhi

˙
seka of the rājasūya, see Tsuji 1977d: 213.

54 Ikari has kindly given me the readings of the rājasūya section of the VādhūlaŚS
(K4 and M). For a survey and account of the manuscripts of the Vādhūla school, see Ikari
1995: 4-12 and 1998: 1-11.
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enced the formation of abhi
˙
seka in the coronations of the AB and

the ritual texts of the AVŚ except laghvabhi
˙
seka, which prescribes a

standing posture at the sprinkling. Likewise such a flexible attitude
of the Maitrāya

˙
nı̄yas can also be found in the disuse of a golden and

a silver plates in the sprinkling ceremony except for in the rājasūya;
their use characterizes the abhi

˙
seka of the rājasūya in all schools of

the YV. Furthermore all sprinklings in the sava rituals of the BaudhŚS
strictly observe this process, while the Maitrāya

˙
nı̄yas were seemingly

more free to transform the procedures of abhi
˙
seka into more simpli-

fied forms and took the lead to modify the procedures of abhi
˙
seka.

From the chronological viewpoint, we may sum up the above find-
ings as follows: one of the earlier forms of abhi

˙
sekas is reflected in

that of the m
˙
rtyusava of the BaudhŚS and of the laghvabhi

˙
seka of the

KauśS. Both belong to the sphere of the coronation ritual of AVP 4.2
(AVŚ 4.8). The abhi

˙
seka of the rājasūya, agnicayana, and other rituals

in the BaudhŚS can be assigned to the next phase, though this text shows
a uniform schema possibly as an attempt of rearrangement of the Śrauta
ritual [Witzel 1997: 316-17]. Some developed forms of abhi

˙
seka which

are characterized by the use of a chair as the seat and a remnant of the
offerings as sprinkling fluids in the agnicayana and so on emerge in the
school of the Maitrāya

˙
nı̄yas. Two coronations of the AB and of the VaitS

are influenced by the Maitrāya
˙
nı̄yas in that the abhi

˙
seka is performed with

the king sitting on a chair, and they adapt more succinct procedures by not
executing the chariot drive.

2.3 Abhi
˙
sekas in the G

˙
rhya Rituals

The sprinkling ceremony in the G
˙
rhyasūtras is mainly performed in two

rituals, namely, the vivāha or the wedding ceremony, and the samāvartana
or the ritual of the Veda-student’s returning home.55 In these ceremonies
details of the sprinkling water and those of the sacrificer’s posture at the
time of the sprinkling are not quite clear. Still more, it is noticeable that
the term for sprinkling, which has hitherto been investigated in this article,
is not necessarily limited to the expression of abhi-

˙
sic, which suggests that

abhi
˙
seka is not an established act as in the Śrautasūtras.

55 There are sporadically some passages where the expression of abhi-
˙
sic is employed,

e.g. ĀśvGS 1.11.10 where the omentum of a paśu is sprinkled (paśukalpa) and PārGS 2.13.6
where the bullock in front is sprinkled upon before ploughing. For further materials, see
VaikhGS 3.21 (śatābhi

˙
seka), ĀgnGS 2.4.10 (prati

˙
s
˙
thā), and BodhGS 1.2.22 (madhuparka).
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2.3.1 Vivāha
In the wedding ceremony the head of a bridegroom or a bride is sprinkled
upon on several occasions. However, the act of these sprinklings is ex-
pressed by the use of various verbs; it is expressed not only with abhi-

˙
sic

but with ava-sic, pra-uk
˙
s, m

˙
rj, and so on. One of the typical cases is the

sprinkling56 which is performed after saptapadı̄ or the striding of seven
steps by the bride and groom in the north-eastern direction (aparājitā),
viz., one of the climaxes of this ceremony.57 ŚāṅkhGS 1.14.8-10, for ex-
ample, prescribes as follows:

With the three āpohi
˙
s
˙
thı̄ya verses he wipes (the bride and the bride-

groom) with the stheyā water.58 And sprinkles it on their heads (mūr-

dhany abhi
˙
sicya).59 (The bridegroom then) says, ‘I give you a cow’.60

(tr. Oldenberg)

The sprinkling expressed by abhi-
˙
sic is represented, in other sūtras, by

other expressions. At first we refer to the prescription of the sprinkling
with the word ava-sic in ĀśvGS 1.7.20:

Joining together their two heads, ( the bridegroom? the ācārya? )
sprinkles them (with water) from the waterpot (ubhayo

˙
h sa

˙
mnidhā-

ya śirası̄ udakumbhenāvasicya).61 (tr. Oldenberg)

The ŚāṅkhGS and the Kau
˙
sGS belong to the same .Rgvedic school and

have almost similar wordings in their prescriptions, but the verb abhi-

˙
sic used in ŚāṅkhGS 1.14.8, 9 is replaced by ava-sic in Kau

˙
sGS 1.8.29.

From this we can deduce that the performance which is expressed by ava-
sic may not be thought of as distinct from that expressed by abhi-

˙
sic.62

Besides, there are some instances where sprinkling is expressed by pra-
uk

˙
s; HirGS 1.21.5 reads as follows:

After he has made her sit down to the west of the fire, so that she
faces the east, he stands to the east (of his bride), facing the west, and

56 Tsuji 1977a: 312 (ğ23). For the mūrdhābhi
˙
seka, see Kane II: 534.

57 Winternitz 1892: 46-47 and Sūryakānta 1956: 25.
58 For stheyā see Gonda 1980c: 132.
59 According to the commentary of Nārāya

˙
na, a couple is meant to be sprinkled upon.

Oldenberg remarks that there are many cases in the G
˙
rhya rituals where a couple is treated

as a combined unit. See Oldenberg 1878: 129 and 1886: 38 (note on sūtra 9).
60 See further PārGS 1.8.5: tata enā

˙
m mūrdhany abhi

˙
siñcati.

61 See further Kau
˙
sGS 1.8.29 mūrdhany avasicya, GobhGS 2.2.15 mūrdhadeśe ’vasiñ-

cati, and KhādGS 1.3.28-29 mūrdhany avasiñcet.
62 HirGS 2.3.3, in prescribing jātakarman, employs the expression ava-sic in the sense

of sprinkling.
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besprinkles (prok
˙
sati) her with water, with the three verses.63

(tr. Oldenberg)

The verb pra-uk
˙
s64 means, in the ritual scene, scattering some fluids in the

form of droplet; e.g. ĀśvGS 2.8.11 ‘With a śamı̄ branch or an udumbara
branch he sprinkles it (with water) (prok

˙
sati), going thrice round it, so

that his right side is turned towards it, reciting the śantātı̄ya hymn’(tr.
Oldenberg).65 The actual usage of this word is, however, not limited to
such a rigid interpretation. It is applied to the sprinkling in general. In
the same way, JaimGS.1.21: 22.9-10 expresses the sprinkling by the verb
m

˙
rj:66

At the seventh (step), having caused her to stand directed to the east,
they should sprinkle (mārjāyeran) her out of the vessel filled with
water with the three verses, beginning: ‘Ye waters are beneficent’.

(tr. Caland)

At all events, we cannot deny that there is some possibility of vari-
ations in the wording of sprinkling in the G

˙
rhya rituals. In other words,

the performance of sprinkling does not retain such an authoritative value
as it does in the Śrauta rituals. I will now examine other performances
of which sprinkling forms a part and which are all carried out as prelim-
inary acts of the vivāha, and show that the one and the same ritual act is
expressed by various verbs in the different G

˙
rhyasūtras:

1. The sprinkling of water upon the bride (Tsuji 1977a: 304 ğ11-2c):
abhi-

˙
sic (VārGS 13.6), ava-sic (KauśS 25.27) and snā (LaugGS 25.4).

2. The pouring of the surā upon the bride (Tsuji 1977a: 304 ğ11-2d):
abhi-

˙
sic (GobhGS 2.1.10).

3. The sprinkling of water upon the bride through the right hole of the
yoke (Tsuji 1977a: 304 ğ11-2e): abhi-

˙
sic (MānGS 1.10.7), ava-sic

(LaugGS 25.8, KauśS 76.13) and snā (ĀpGS 2.4.8).
4. The sprinkling of water upon the bride as part of the ceremony of

giving away a bride (kanyādāna) (Tsuji 1977a: 306 ğ12, and Kane
II: 533): abhi-

˙
sic (MānGS 1.8.11) and snā (LaugGS 17.1).

63 VaikhGS 3.4, p. 72, 6-8 prok
˙
sa

˙
nai

˙
h prok

˙
sya.

64 The meaning and usage of pra-uk
˙
s are dealt with by Kiehnle 1979: 7-19. Her pre-

sumption that the objects of pra-uk
˙
s are ritual elements, whereas that of sic is human being

(ibid., p.17), is not accepted.
65 See further ĀśvGS 4.2.10 and 4.5.4.
66 The sprinkling or washing of the performer’s body in the sa

˙
mdhyopāsana is also

expressed with m
˙
rj (JaimGS 1.13).
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It is worth pointing out that in some instances bathing (snā) is sub-
stituted for sprinkling (abhi-

˙
sic / ava-sic). The expression with snā for

sprinkling can be found more clearly in the sprinkling of the samāvarta-

na. I shall come back to this theme after examining the samāvartana in
the following section.

2.3.2 Samāvartana
In the sprinkling of the samāvartana the student sits opposite his teacher,
facing to the east, and is either sprinkled upon by his teacher or the student
sprinkles himself.67 The expressions employed for this performance are
abhi-

˙
sic and snā. The word āplavana, which is used for samāvartana in

the GobhGS 3.4.6, suggests that the bathing forms the main element of
the samāvartana.68

The verb abhi-
˙
sic is used, for example, in ŚāṅkhGS 3.1.3-4:

Having had (the cut-off hair-ends, etc.) thrown away together with
rice and barley, with sesame-seeds and mustard-seeds, with apāmā-

rga and sadāpu
˙
spı̄ flowers, having sprinkled (abhi

˙
sicya) him (with

water) with the āpohi
˙
s
˙
thı̄ya-hymn.69 (tr. Oldenberg)

ĀśvGS 3.8.9 is an example where sprinkling is expressed by the verb snā:

Having washed (snātvā) himself with lukewarm water, and having
put on two (new) garments which have not yet been washed, with
(the verse), ‘Garments with fat splendour you put on, (Mitra and
Varu

˙
na)’ (RV 1.152.1), he should anoint his eyes with (the words),

‘the sharpness of the stone art thou; protect my eye’.70

(tr. Oldenberg)

Abhi
˙
seka is not an established terminology expressing the specific per-

formance as in the Śrauta rituals. It is rather easily allowed to be substi-
tuted by other similar expressions. The usage of the expression of sprink-
ling (abhi

˙
seka) specially bears an affinity with that of bathing (snāna).

67 For the manner of sprinkling, see Heesterman 1968: 438.
68 See Einoo 1993: 232
69 See further GobhGS 3.4.10 sarvau

˙
sadhiviphā

˙
n
˙
tābhir adbhir gandhavatı̄bhi

˙
h śı̄to

˙
s
˙
nā-

bhir ācāryo ’bhi
˙
siñcet, PārGS 2.6.11 tenābhi

˙
siñcate / tena mām abhi

˙
siñcāmi śriyai yaśase

brahma
˙
ne brahmavarcasāyeti, KhādGS 3.1.9-10 tābhiś śı̄to

˙
s
˙
nābhir ācāryo ’bhi

˙
siñcet / sva-

ya
˙
m vā mantrābhivādāt, and BhārGS 2.19: 52.5 sa

˙
ms

˙
r
˙
s
˙
tābhir adbhir abhi

˙
siñcati. In the

GobhGS abhi-
˙
sic means sprinkling on the body, i.e. the head (3.4.15), while ava-sic means

pouring down (on the hands) (3.4.13).
70 See further ĀpGS 5.12.6 eva

˙
m vihitābhir evādbhir uttarābhi

˙
h

˙
sa

˙
dbhi

˙
h snātvottarayo-

dumbare
˙
na dato dhāvati, and HirGS 1.10.2 atho

˙
s
˙
naśı̄tābhir adbhi

˙
h snāpayati / āpo hi

˙
s
˙
thā

mayobhuva
˙
h // iti tis

˙
rbhi

˙
h / hira

˙
nyavar

˙
nā

˙
h śucaya

˙
h pāvakā

˙
h // iti catas

˙
rbhi

˙
h / pavamāna

˙
h

suvarjana
˙
h // iti caitenānuvākena.
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This trend has become more distinct in succeeding ages.71 For example,
in the rājyābhi

˙
seka of the BaudhGŚS the abhi

˙
seka of the king (1.23.14) is

expressed by the verb snā in the later sūtra (1.23.17) and in the pu
˙
syābhi-

˙
seka the king who is sprinkled upon with fluids is called snāta (AVPŚ
5.57). There are a number of other examples too. In the gosahasra-

vidhi, the mantra with which the sprinkling (abhi-
˙
sic) upon the king is

performed refers to snānodaka (AVPŚ 16.1.7). In the brahmayāga, abhi-

˙
seka (AVPŚ 19b.3.4) is subsequently expressed by the word snāna (ibid.
19.4.2.cd), and in the gh

˙
rtakambala the person who receives the abhi

˙
se-

ka (AVPŚ 33.6.5) is later called snāta (ibid. 33.7.4). In the context of
the G

˙
rhya-like vināyakakalpa MānŚS 2.14.26 states that the snāna is per-

formed with a mantra in which the term abhi
˙
seka features.

Turning to the Dharmasūtras we can see the phrases of the assimila-
tion of abhi

˙
seka into snāna. The abhi

˙
seka which is to be performed before

making offerings (ĀpDhS 2.9.22.12) is, in fact, bathing because the sacri-
ficer is ordered to enter the water slowly in the next sūtra (sūtra 13). The
performance of expiation which is not infrequently mentioned with snāna
is expressed by the term abhi-

˙
sic (VāsDhS 15.19-21, 23.27-29). Abhi-

˙
sic

implies sprinkling upon the hands and feet (BaudhDhS 1.4.6.14), while
abhi

˙
seka does not relate to the washing of feet and hands (BaudhDhS

2.4.7.2). Further the king who receives abhi
˙
seka is called snāta (B

˙
rhatS

47.72, KālikāP 86.129).72

In this context the description of abhi
˙
seka in the VaikhSmS assumes

importance, because in the VaikhSmS 1.2: 2.6-7 the abhi
˙
seka is dealt with

as one of the subordinate components of the snāna.

Now come the rules for bathing for those who belong to one of the
four orders of religious life. It is fivefold: the ablution (in water)
(abhi

˙
seka-), the celestial bathing (divya-), the aerial bathing (vāyav-

ya-), the fiery bathing (āgneya-) and (bathing by) permission by guru
(gurvanujñā-)’.73 (tr. Caland)

71 Einoo 1996a: 79 has pointed out that snāna (bathing), which has always been
important in the Śrauta rituals, achieved new importance in the late Vedic period as a
method of purification in the daily duties of the brahmins.

72 There are, on the other hand, passages where the abhi
˙
seka is clearly distinguished

from the snāna; the abhi
˙
seka is, for example, performed before snāna (VaikhSmS 9.14 =

VaikhDhS 2.14).
73 For further enumeration of various kinds of snāna, see, e.g. VaikhGS 1.5 divya-,

vāyavya-, āgneya-, and mantrasnāna, and HirGŚS 1.1.6 vāru
˙
na, āgneya, vāyavya, brāhma,

kāpila, mānasa, and divya. See also Saurapurā
˙
na 18.40cd-42 (five kinds of snāna) and

Garu
˙
dapurā

˙
na 1.50.9-12 (six kinds of snāna).
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Thus, it can be seen from the above passages that abhi
˙
seka becomes a

type of snāna, which certainly characterizes the Hindu rituals.

2.4 Relation of Abhi
˙
seka to Other Ritual Performances

So far I have investigated the core features of the abhi
˙
sekas by focusing

on the two essential constituent ritual acts, namely, the preparation of the
water for sprinkling and the sprinkling itself. Here I would like to treat
the ritual performances closely associated with the abhi

˙
seka, that is, the

chariot drive and the sitting on the throne. Summing up in advance, the se-
quence of the abhi

˙
seka, the chariot drive, and the sitting on the throne is a

fixed set of the ritual acts which bestow a prestige on the person concerned
and which are probably carried over to the prati

˙
s
˙
thā ritual of Hinduism.

The chariot drive follows the abhi
˙
seka of the rājasūya in the YV.74

A chariot (ratha) is taken down from the chariot-vehicle (rathavāhana),
the horses are harnessed to it, and the king mounts it to start his drive. At
the end of the drive, the king steps down on the earth wearing sandals and
takes a seat on the throne, with some ritual acts intervening between them.
This part of the rituals is common to the rājasūyas of the YV and it also
indicates the established tradition of the rājasūyas (ı2.1.1).

Besides the rājasūya, some of the other coronation rituals also in-
clude the chariot drive. The procedure of the chariot drive in the m

˙
rtyu-

sava (BaudhŚS 18.17: 363.1-11) is as follows. After the sprinkling and
wiping of the sacrificer’s face he goes to the chariot, touches it on both
sides,75 and stands by the chariot. Then he holds the reins and mounts the
chariot, stretching a bow-string on it. Finally, he drives the chariot, cir-
cumambulating three times clockwise around the cows which have already
been brought to the place in the north, and halts in front of them.

The rājābhi
˙
seka (ĀpŚS 22.28.15-24) prescribes a similar procedure

of a chariot drive, but shows some peculiarity. After the sprinkling, the
king approaches the chariot and mounts it. He addresses the driver and
takes the reins. He looks up at the sun76 and looks over the people, but
curiously enough, the actual drive does not seem to take place.

From the above we can conclude that there is a certain interrelation-
ship between the abhi

˙
seka and the chariot drive in the coronation rituals,

74 For the fact that the chariot drive of the rājasūya in the BaudhŚS follows the schema
of the vājapeya, see Heesterman 1957: 131-32 and Sparreboom 1985: 45-51.

75 There are similar prescriptions of mounting the chariot in ĀśvGS 2.6.1 and ĀpGS
22.14.

76 In the rite of mounting and driving of a chariot there is a prescription of looking at
the sun (ĀśvGS 2.6.12). See Gonda 1980c: 160-61.
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but it is limited to certain traditions. As indicated above (ı1.1.1), the
m

˙
rtyusava and rājābhi

˙
seka contain the common mantra tradition derived

from AVP 4.2, which gives indication of the chariot drive (ibid. v. 2).
Horse riding in the two coronation ceremonies (laghvabhi

˙
seka and mahā-

bhi
˙
seka) of the KauśS (17.9, 22) seems to be a primitive or simplified

form of the chariot drive. As for the chariot drive in the rājasūya, its as-
sociation with the abhi

˙
seka is established in all schools. So that the close

connection of these performances can be said to be essential to these two
ritual traditions, namely, the ritual tradition derived from AVP 4.2 or re-
lated with that hymn and the rājasūya of the YV.77 On the other hand, the
two coronation ceremonies (punarabhi

˙
seka and aindra mahābhi

˙
seka) of

the AB, in which the chariot drive does not take place, stand outside of
these traditions.

Turning to the G
˙
rhya rituals, it is remarkable that some sūtras pre-

scribe a chariot drive which follows the abhi
˙
seka (= snāna) in the samā-

vartana (ŚāṅkhGS 3.1.13-16, GobhGS 3.4.31-34, KhādGS 3.1.29-31, Hir-

GS 12.4.12.1-5, and BaudhŚS 17.43: 324.3-10). According to the Gobh-

GS, the snātaka approaches the chariot which is yoked with oxen. After
touching the sides of the chariot, he mounts it and drives it in the eastern
or northern direction to turn round from left to right and come back to
the place where he receives hospitality, while the HirGS prescribes horses
or elephants instead of oxen for drawing the chariot. Heesterman has
already shown an affinity between the samāvartana and the royal cere-
mony (Heesterman 1968). Leaving aside his approach that an antagon-
istic, that is, ‘preclassical’ pattern of sacrifice is rearranged by the ‘clas-
sical’ ritualists, it is necessary to take into account that the prescription of
the chariot drive in the samāvartana is limited to certain sūtras as far as
the texts that have been handed down are concerned. It appears that the
chariot drive may not be as essential to the samāvartana as to the coron-
ation rituals of the Śrautasūtras. We can see rather that the interrelation
of the abhi

˙
seka with the chariot drive in the samāvartana is not so estab-

lished as in the Śrauta tradition.
In this context it is significant to point out that in the vivāha or the

wedding ceremony also the chariot drive takes place (udvāhana, Tsuji
1977a: 314-15, ğ 26). The procedure of the drive is different from those

77 In the aśvamedha there is a chariot drive, which takes place on the day when a horse
is to be sacrificed, before the king is sprinkled upon (Dumont 1927: 148-51, Sparreboom
1985: 51-53). Its procedure differs from that of coronations, as seen also in the sprinkling
ritual (ı2.2.1).
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of the samāvartana and the coronation rituals; the nuptial fire contained
in an earthen vessel is placed in the chariot. The drive has a ‘practical’
purpose of taking the new bride to her new house. However, the mantras
employed on the way, such as verses from the wedding hymn of RV 10.85,
are intended to ensure the welfare of the bride. We can assume that there
has been a trend that the one who receives certain status by the sprinkling
ceremony is required to undertake a chariot drive in order to affirm the
prestige or welfare of the person concerned.

As to the close association of abhi
˙
seka with the sitting on a throne

(āsandı̄) or a chair, it is doubtful whether a throne has been employed in
the earlier form of the coronation. The mantras of AVP 4.2 (≈AVŚ 4.8) do
not refer to the throne. The same is the case with the mantra collection
(TB 2.7.15-17) of the m

˙
rtyusava and rājābhi

˙
seka, which is derived from

the mantra tradition of the AVP. While the rājābhi
˙
seka does not make use

of the throne, the ritual employment of the chair in the m
˙
rtyusava is un-

certain; the king only ‘steps down’ (pratyavarohati) onto a chair in the
same way as in the rājasūya (yathā rājasūye tathā) (BaudhŚS.18.17: 363.
11-364.2), and does not perform any ritual conducts related to the throne.
The reference to the rājasūya by using the expression yathā rājasūye tathā
is also found in the prescription of handing over the bow to the king in the
m

˙
rtyusava (BaudhŚS18.16: 362.3), but the handing over of arrows, which

take place after that act in the rājasūya (BaudhŚS12.9: 99.16-100.1), is
not prescribed there. It might, therefore, mean that the m

˙
rtyusava has

some ritual components restructured roughly after the rājasūya which has
come to have an authority in the Śrauta coronations. It seems certain that
the throne (āsandı̄) employed in the abhi

˙
sekas of the Śrauta coronations

is not inherited from the original coronations presupposed by the mantras
of AVP 4.2 and TB 2.7.15-16. In other words, the Śrauta coronations have
taken over the chair as a requisite from other rituals than the kingship
ritual.

There are two types of chair in Vedic rituals.78 One has a pillow (upa-

bárha
˙
na) and so can be inferred to have a rectangular seat, while the other

has a square seat of an aratni in width (aratnimātraśı̄r
˙
sa

˙
nyānūcyā). The

former type together with a pillow is referred to for the first time in the
vrātya hymn (AVŚ 15.3.3, 7). The chair or rather the sofa with such a
pillow is employed at the time of the sprinkling of the aindra mahābhi-

˙
seka (āsandı̄, AB 8.5), at the sprinkling of the rājasūya belonging to the

78 For the chair (āsandı̄) in general, see Rau 1957: 125.
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AVŚ (āsandı̄, VaitS 36.6-7) and in the mahāvrata (rājāsandı̄, JB 2.25).79

The seat of āsandı̄ on which a corpse is laid during the funeral rite80 must
also be rectangular. The āsandı̄ which the udgāt

˙
r priest mounts in the

mahāvrata of PB 5.5.1 is called talpa in the same ritual of TB 1.2.6.5.81

The talpa is also employed at the sprinkling of the mahābhi
˙
seka (KauśS

17.12).82 The paryaṅka of the Kau
˙
sUp 1.5 is rectangular according to

the commentary of Śaṅkara.83 Pro
˙
s
˙
tha,84 which is used for the hair cut-

ting ceremony (keśavapanı̄ya) of the m
˙
rtyusava and rājābhi

˙
seka, can be

thought of as having a rectangular seat. The rectangular chair or sofa is
thus employed widely in the Vedic rituals.

On the other hand the use of a chair with a square seat is found ex-
clusively in the Śrauta rituals, that is, in the soma rituals (rājāsandı̄, ĀpŚS
10.29.7), in the pravargya (sa

˙
mrā

˙
dāsandı̄, ĀpŚS 15.5.7), in the agnica-

yana (ukhyāsandı̄, ŚB 6.7.1.14 and ĀpŚS 16.10.16), in the sautrāma
˙
nı̄

(āsandı̄, ĀpŚS 19.9.10) and in the sprinkling of the punarabhi
˙
seka (AB

8.5), although its height varies according to the rituals.85 It seems reas-
onable to suppose that the chair (āsandı̄) used in the rājasūya also has a
square seat. The employment of the square chair in the coronations is thus
not inherited from the earlier coronation of the AVP or non Śrauta tradi-
tion, but is developed within the Śrauta rituals. The fact that the ritual
employment of a square chair is found in various rituals of the Śrauta
texts and that some of them have nothing to do with abhi

˙
seka reveals that

the adoption of the chair into the concerned abhi
˙
seka has been secondar-

79 The seat employed in the mahāvrata is, according to the ritual texts, square. See
ŚāṅkhŚS 17.2.6, Lā

˙
tyŚS 3.12.4 and KātyŚS 13.3.2-3.

80 See Caland 1896: 15-16, note 68 and Tsuji 1977b: 338.
81 See Caland’s note on PB 5.1.1.
82 See Rau 1957: 73-4. Talpa is a bed for the marriage; ‘ “bed” and “marriage” seem to

be synonymous’ (Caland’s note on PB 23.4.2). Cf. talpa as the teacher’s bed (ChāndogyaU
5.10.9).

83 Śaṅkarānanda’s comm. ad Kau
˙
sUp 1.5 dak

˙
si

˙
nottarayor dı̄rghe kha

˙
tvāṅge anūcya-

sa
˙
mjñe . . . pūrvapaścimayor hrasve kha

˙
tvāpādādhāre śı̄r

˙
sapādasthale śı̄r

˙
sa

˙
nye.

84 For the meaning of pro
˙
s
˙
tha, see Hoffmann 1987: 134; ‘As an abstract noun pró

˙
s
˙
tha-

can have the meaning “passing the night abroad” resp. as a concrete term “camp bed”.’
85 The feet of the rājāsandı̄ reach up to the navel of the sacrificer: BaudhŚS 6.10:

166.12-13, ĀpŚS 10.29.7, BhārŚS 10.20.8, HirŚS 7.3, VaikhŚS 12.21: 141.17-19, and Kāty-

ŚS 7.9.24. Cf. MānŚS 2.1.4.34 (up to the thigh). The height of the sa
˙
mrā

˙
dāsandı̄ follow

the rājāsandı̄: BaudhŚS 6.10: 166.15-16, ĀpŚS 15.5.7, BhārŚS 11.5.7-8, HirŚS 24.2.4, and
VaikhŚS 13.7: 260.5-6. Cf. KātyŚS 26.2.8 (up to the shoulder). In the sautrāma

˙
nı̄ the chair is

as high as the navel (ĀpŚS 19.9.10) or the knee (KātyŚS 19.4.7). The ukhyāsandı̄ is a prādeśa
in height: BaudhŚS 10.12: 11.14-12.1, MānŚS 6.1.4.3-5, ĀpŚS 16.10.16, VārŚS 2.1.4.4, and
KātyŚS 16.5.5.
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ily made in the course of development of coronation ceremonies. In the
rājasūya of the YV the king’s sitting on the throne takes place after the
chariot drive, and coronations of the AB and other rituals of the YV con-
taining references to sprinkling such as agnicayana are characterized by
the sprinkling on the sacrificer who is already seated on a chair covered
with an animal skin. Such a diversity in the use of the chair also can only
be explained by assuming that a chair is introduced into each ceremony
arbitrarily. It leads us to surmise that its adoption has been stimulated by
a common cognition that the combination of abhi

˙
seka and the throne may

bring prestige to the coronation ceremony.

3 Abhi
˙
sekas of the Coronations in post-Vedic Rituals

In comparison with the Vedic rituals, especially with the Śrauta rituals in
which rituals are treated more or less systematically, the rituals in the an-
cillary literature are, generally speaking, dealt with unsystematically and
sporadically. To examine abhi

˙
sekas of the ancillary literature extensively

is, however, out of scope here. Instead I shall pay attention to the coron-
ation rituals, because some characteristics of the prati

˙
s
˙
thā ritual are, as I

have indicated in the preceding sections and will try to make clear in the
following investigation, closely related to coronations. The combination
of the abhi

˙
seka both with the chariot drive and the sitting on the throne,

which characterize the coronations in the Śrauta rituals, share a similar-
ity with the prati

˙
s
˙
thā rituals, although not all coronations of the ancillary

literature contain such performances. There are, to be sure, some rituals
which have only the act of sprinkling out of the ritual context of the coron-
ations, but neither the chariot drive nor the sitting on the chair occurs there.
For example, in the tulāpuru

˙
savidhi (the bestowing of gold or other sub-

stances of the same weight as that of the sacrificer on the priests), a king
is sprinkled upon with water (AVPŚ 11.1.7-8), and in the gh

˙
rtakambala

(the bestowing of gh
˙
rta and a cloth), a king is sprinkled upon with gh

˙
rta

(AVPŚ 33.6.4-12), but these rituals contain neither the chariot drive nor the
sitting on the chair. The abhi

˙
sekas of these post-Vedic rituals are rather

to be considered as successors of the abhi
˙
seka in the G

˙
rhya rituals, which

have come to be identified with the snāna (ı2.3.2).
There is indeed a gulf between Vedic and post-Vedic literature. The

mantra collection is not inherited in its totality in the new stage. Instead,
the post-Vedic ritual takes over its mantras from the Vedic mantra trad-
ition of its own accord, or codifies new mantra collections (Tsuji 1970:
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21-22), formulating new mantras in the process. In addition to it, the
newly developed elements of the post-Vedic ritual gain prominence, as
can be seen from Einoo’s first article in this volume. Moreover, some
ritual acts cease to be performed. As regards coronations, all abhi

˙
sekas of

the coronation rituals in the ancillary literature lack an elaborate prepara-
tion of the unction fluids, surrounding a king with gold and silver plates,
and the raising and lowering of arms, which means a simplification of
the Śrauta abhi

˙
sekas. It should not be forgotten, however, that some ele-

ments of the Vedic ritual can still be found in the post-Vedic ritual; e.g.
the king’s standing on the skin, sitting on the throne, and the chariot drive
are observed in some of the post-Vedic coronations. I shall now describe
the main features of abhi

˙
sekas of the coronation rituals found in the an-

cillary literature and examine some of the Vedic elements that still remain
in them.86

3.1 The Bodhāyanag
˙
rhyaśe

˙
sasūtra

The ritual of sprinkling in the rājyābhi
˙
seka, one of the two coronation

rituals in the BodhGŚS, cannot be the same as that of the Śrauta rituals
any longer; the sacrificer is not surrounded with gold and silver plates at
the time of sprinkling, and he does not raise his arms ceremonially while
being sprinkled upon. Moreover, pañcagavya or five milk products, typ-
ical requisites of the post-Vedic rituals,87 are poured into the unction fluid
in the preparatory act, which has not been observed in the Śrauta coron-
ations. Similarly, the whole procedure of the rājyābhi

˙
seka differs from

the Śrauta coronations. A ma
˙
n
˙
dala which is made on the previous day

(1.23.6) is to be elaborated in the Purā
˙
nic coronation ritual of the pu

˙
sya-

snāna prescribed in B
˙
rhatS, 47.24-33 and KālikāP, 86.39-57. A crown

(maku
˙
ta) is washed (sūtra 8) and a pratisara is bound to the king (sūtra

10). Both the king and the chariot (vāhana) are sprinkled upon (sūtra
11), and this is a sort of preparation of the ‘main’ sprinkling that is to be
performed the following day (sūtra 16). Such an optional insertion of sub-
sidiary sprinkling performance before or after the main sprinkling is also
found frequently in the prati

˙
s
˙
thā ritual of the ancillary literature. This can

be explained as being a result of modification of the Śrauta abhi
˙
seka, or as

a succession of the G
˙
rhya abhi

˙
seka in which the sprinkling predominates

as a means of common ritual performances.

86 For the medieval developments of the coronations, see Witzel 1987: 12-20.
87 See Einoo’s description in p. 106.
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In spite of these differences between the Śrauta coronations and the
rājyābhi

˙
seka, the abhi

˙
seka of the rājyābhi

˙
seka can be said to be a true

successor of the Śrauta coronation rituals among the coronations of the
ancillary literature. The essence of abhi

˙
seka can be summed up as follows

(Kane II: 76-77 and Hikita 1997: 289-90):

1. Pouring rice (vrı̄hi), barley (yava), sesame (tila) and beans (māsa),
and pañcagavya, the water of the oceans and the river into the pitcher
of gold (hemakalaśa) (1.23.6).

2. Sprinkling the fluids contained in the horn receptacles (ś
˙
rṅgodaka)

on the king, who, facing the east, sits on the splendid seat (bhadrāsa-

na)88 covered with a tiger skin (vyāghracarma) (1.23.13-14).
3. Rubbing up the king’s body (1.23.15).

In the rājasūya the horn was used not for sprinkling but only for the
rubbing of the sacrificer’s body.89 The act of sitting on the chair covered
with a tiger skin in the ritual of sprinkling is taken over from the acts
of a newly developed type of unction, which has been apparent in the
abhi

˙
sekas of the AB (ı2.1.3). Thus, the aspects of abhi

˙
seka underwent

some changes. On the other hand, rubbing up the sacrificer’s body, which
is followed by crying out in a chorus, releasing his speech, and wiping
his face, has an origin in the sprinkling ritual of the BaudhŚS. Further,
after the main abhi

˙
seka, a chariot drive, which is one of the ritual com-

ponents in the sequence of the Śrauta coronations of the YV, takes place;
‘Turning (the chariot) from left to right (pradak

˙
si

˙
nı̄k

˙
rtya), he maintains his

own kingdom (svarā
˙
s
˙
tra-)’ stated the worshipful Bodhāyana (1.23.20).

Beating the drum (dundubhi) before undertaking a tour (1.23.19) is found
in the m

˙
rtyusava and the vājapeya; the drum has a connection with the

royal rite (Gonda 1980c: 322). Therefore, the main sequence of the Śrauta
coronation rituals cannot be presumed to have been abolished in the post-
Vedic times, including abhi

˙
seka itself.

Another coronation ritual of the BodhGŚS, namely, the śatābhi
˙
seka,

is more simplified than the rājyābhi
˙
seka in that it does not refer to the rub-

bing up of the king’s body after sprinkling, which has been characteristic
in the Baudhāyana school. The essentials of the sprinkling are as follows:

88 The name of the seat ‘bhadrāsana’ is the same as that of the coronation in B
˙
rhatsa

˙
m-

hitā 46.47.
89 For other G

˙
rhya rituals employing the ś

˙
rṅgodaka, see JaimGS 2.5, BhārGS 2.27,

HirGS 1.4.38, and ĀśvGPŚ 4.5. Einoo has pointed out that the word ś
˙
rṅgodaka of BodhGŚS

1.23.14 and ĀśvGPŚ 4.5 means the ‘water flowing from the horns of cows’ (Einoo 1994b: 25,
n. 24)
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1. Pouring of pure water (śuddhodaka) and nine jewels (navaratna)90

into the main pitcher (pradhānakalaśa), which is later placed in the
middle of a mound (stha

˙
n
˙
dila), and covering of the pitcher with a new

cloth (ahata-vāsas), being decorated with scented powder (gandha),
flowers (pu

˙
spa), scented smoke (dhūpa), and lights (dı̄pa) (1.24.3).

2. The king, possibly in standing posture, is sprinkled upon with fluid
from the main pitcher by the royal officiant (purohita) (1.24.7).

The abhi
˙
seka of the śatābhi

˙
seka shows the characteristics of the post-

Vedic rituals more clearly. In this context what is to be taken note of is the
ritual care accorded the pitchers (kalaśa). They are decorated with such
a ritualistic elaboration as if they themselves were deities.91 Such a treat-
ment of pitchers to be used for abhi

˙
seka is found in the later coronation

rituals in more developed forms (e.g. B
˙
rhatS 47.37-42, 51 and KālikāP

86.58-94, 105-7).
The lack of reference to the king sitting on the throne during the

sprinkling ritual is to be regarded as a result of simplification rather than
as an adherence to the orthodox style of sprinkling in the Baudhāyana
school, though, after abhi

˙
seka, the king indeed sits down, but only on

erakā grass to hand over the vessels to the priest. On the other hand, a
chariot drive, which is an essential component of the Vedic coronation, is
executed (1.24.10) after the sprinkling; he drives the chariot around his
dominion (grāma) from left to right while a drum is beaten.

3.2 The Atharvavedapariśi
˙
s
˙
ta

The AV school mentions four coronation rituals, three of which — the
laghvabhi

˙
seka and mahābhi

˙
seka of the KauśS and the rājasūya of the

VaitS — have already been discussed (ı2.1.4). The fourth coronation
ritual is the pu

˙
syābhi

˙
seka described in the AVPŚ.92 Its main features are:

1. Pouring waters brought from the four oceans and a hundred rivers,
and various herbs (sahā, sahadevı̄, etc.) into a hundred or a thousand
pitchers (kalaśa) made of gold (sauvar

˙
na), silver (rājata), copper

(tāmra), or clay (pārthiva) (5.1.2-5.2.2), which are later decorated
with gold (hema), jewels (ratna), grasses (o

˙
sadhi), leaves of bilva,

90 For navaratna, see ĀśvGPŚ 2.3.
91 Cf. Buitenen 1968: 9-12. Besides coronations, there are some passages referring

to the decoration of pitchers, e.g. BodhGŚS 5.3.2-5 and ĀśvGPŚ 1.22, 4.8. See especially
BodhGŚS 2.15.2-10, 21.2-10 and HirGŚS 1.7.15, 17 dealing with the kalaśasthāpana.

92 For an outline of the pu
˙
syābhi

˙
seka, see Hikita 1997: 327-28 and Modak 1993: 237.
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flowers (pu
˙
spa), and perfume (gandha), and are covered with a white

cloth (sita-vastra) (5.2.3-4).
2. Sprinkling on the king who takes a standing posture, to the accom-

paniment of musical instruments (5.4.3).

The ritualistic care of the sprinkling water contained in the pitch-
ers is a post-Vedic tendency as pointed out earlier in connection with the
śatābhi

˙
seka. Although the sacrificer taking an upright posture at the time

of sprinkling and his mounting a throne after abhi
˙
seka can be regarded

as successor to the laghvabhi
˙
seka of the KauśS (17.2-3), the outer ap-

pearances nevertheless differ very much from those of the laghvabhi
˙
seka

and the Śrauta coronations; around the throne (si
˙
mhāsana or pādapı̄

˙
tha),

on which the king sits immediately after the sprinkling (5.4.4) and sa-
lutes the officers, women, etc. (5.5.1-4), the skins of a bull (ana

˙
duh),

a tiger (vyāghra), a lion (si
˙
mha), and a deer (m

˙
rga) are spread (5.3.1).

Moreover, the throne is surrounded by the tail of a yak (cāmara), an
umbrella (chatra), guards (pratihāra), and four elephants on heat (matta-

dvipa) in four directions (5.4.4-5). The chariot drive is not undertaken.
Thus, these features show a rather close resemblance to the Purā

˙
nic bathing

of the pu
˙
syasnānas; for example, the diversity of the animal skins used for

the floor covering are taken over to the coronations of B
˙
rhatS 47.43-44 and

KālikāP 86.100. The chariot drive is not performed there, either.
The Purā

˙
nic pu

˙
syasnānas93 have main ritual units as follows:94

1. Preparatory rituals on the previous day — a pūjā and a divination by
means of dreams (B

˙
rhatS 47.18-22, KālikāP 86.11-37).

2. Setting up of a ma
˙
n
˙
dala (B

˙
rhatS 47.24-33, KālikāP 86.39-57).

3. Preparation of the unction fluid — setting the pitchers, putting in-
gredients to them (B

˙
rhatS 47.37-42, KālikāP 86.58-9495 ).

4. Setting up of the throne and the king mounting it (B
˙
rhatS 47.43-49,

KālikāP 86.94-103).
5. Preparatory rituals of the sprinkling ceremony — the king putting on

a black cloth, etc (B
˙
rhatS 47.50-53, KālikāP 86.104-7).

6. Sprinkling (B
˙
rhatS 47.54-72, KālikāP 86.109-29).96

93 For a detailed account of the pu
˙
syasnāna, see Gonda 1965a: 395-97, 1966: 93-96,

and Kane V: 792-98.
94 For the other materials of the Purā

˙
nic pu

˙
syasnāna, see Yogayātrā 7.13-21, Vi

˙
s
˙
nudhP

2.103, Devı̄P 65.12-67.79, and SkandaP 2,2,41.
95 The KālikāP prescribes the ritual decoration and worship of the pitchers.
96 A new type of abhi

˙
seka, that is, ablution with various kinds of clay (m

˙
rttikā-snāna),

which has already been referred to in the post-Vedic texts (BodhGŚS 5.4; HirGŚS 1.2.8 and
AVPŚ 1.43-44), is taken over into other Purā

˙
nic coronations (Vi

˙
s
˙
nudhP 21 and AgniP 218).

See Hikita 1997: 290-91, 328 and 336-37.
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7. The rituals after the sprinkling ceremony — the king’s salute to
gods and his teacher, bestowing of rewards, etc. (B

˙
rhatS 47.73-81,97

KālikāP 86.130-36).

The Purā
˙
nic pu

˙
syasnānas prescribed in the B

˙
rhatS and the KālikāP have

such a common procedure of the performances that we can arrange them
in a table given just above, while the coronations of the ancillary literat-
ure vary so much that it is hardly possible to make a synopsis of them.
However, as indicated earlier in this section, some essential performances
of the coronations in the ancillary literature are taken over to the Purā

˙
nic

pu
˙
syasnāna.98

3.3 The Vidhāna Texts
There are some minor differences between the abhi

˙
seka of the .Rgvidhāna

and that of the Sāmavidh in the kinds of ingredients used for the pre-
paring the unction fluids and in the manner of sprinkling. However, the
essentials of abhi

˙
seka, namely, the ingredients of the plants and the sit-

ting on the throne during the sprinkling ceremony, are not different from
the coronations of the AB. The details of the abhi

˙
seka in the .Rgvidh is as

follows:

1. Unction fluids consist of fine essence of all plants (ślak
˙
s
˙
na-sarvau

˙
sa-

dhirasa) and the water of rivers (nadı̄
˙
nā

˙
m salila) (4.21.3).

2. Sprinkling upon the sacrificer who seats himself on the throne
(āsandı̄) that is covered with a tiger skin (vyāghracarman) (4.21.4);
he is sprinkled upon three times (4.22.1).

The abhi
˙
seka of the Sāmavidh is as follows:99

1. Unction fluids consist of rice and barley (vrı̄hi-yava), sesame and
beans (tila-māsa), curd and honey (dadhi-madhu), the water from a
splendid (yaśasvinı̄) rivers and the sea (3.5.1).

97 The B
˙
rhatS prescribes that the king, wearing the clothes and ornaments after the

sprinkling, should sit on a second vedi covered with skins of a bull, a cat, a deer, a spotted
antelope, a lion, and a tiger (47.76).

98 An appendix to the coronations of the KauśS, namely, the AVPŚ 3 (rājaprathamābhi-

˙
seka), prescribes some requisites, which show a new tendency common to the pu

˙
syābhi

˙
seka

of the AVPŚ; the throne of lion (si
˙
mhāsana), a tail of a yak, umbrellas, and flags (dhvaja)

(AVPŚ 3.3).
99 For a detailed account, see Kane II: 76.
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2. Sprinkling upon the sacrificer who sits on the throne (bhadrāsana)
that is covered with a tiger skin (vaiyāghra- carman), with the fluids
contained in a horn-receptacle (ś

˙
rṅgakośa)100 (ibid.).

In contrast to the coronations of the pu
˙
syābhi

˙
seka and the pu

˙
syasnāna

described above, the whole procedure of abhi
˙
seka in the Vidhāna literat-

ure is very simple; the coronations end end with the priest’s address to the
king with a mantra after the sprinkling is over ( .Rgvidh 4.22.4), or by the
king’s bestowal of rewards on the officiants (abhi

˙
sekt

˙
r, Sāmavidh 3.5.3).

4 Summary and Conclusion

Abhi
˙
seka has functioned as a ritual to bestow some powers and qualifi-

cations by the sprinkling of fluids on the sacrificer. This ritual has de-
veloped or varied in two phases, namely, in the sphere of the interpreta-
tions of ritual and in the ritual practices. In the sphere of the interpretation,
the original meaning of abhi

˙
seka of bestowing a cosmic power várcas as

evidenced in the AV has been modified, along with the developments of
the kingship ritual, into one of the essential acts bestowing more diverse
powers on the sacrificer as can be seen from the details of the rājasū-

ya. The interpretation of abhi
˙
seka as bestowing food has been based on

the introduction of abhi
˙
seka in the vājapeya and other kingship rituals,

in which abhi
˙
seka is performed with the remnants of the vājaprasavı̄ya

oblations. In the symbolic interpretation of agnicayana the idea of abhi-

˙
seka is applied to the interpretation of the offering on the agni altar, and
such a modification to the meaning of abhi

˙
seka would have been possible

only due to the fact that the agni altar was regarded as a god-like image
(śyena) or as a man-like one (puru

˙
sa or Prajāpati).101 This interpretation

of abhi
˙
seka offers one of the basic ideas of the sprinkling upon an image

of god in the prati
˙
s
˙
thā rituals.

In the second phase of the ritual procedures, abhi
˙
seka has developed

in the Śrauta ritual; it constitutes one of the main ritual units in the Śrauta
coronations and the savas, while, as a subsidiary unit, it was again put
into other major sacrifices like the vājapeya and agnicayana. On the other
hand, the abhi

˙
seka of the G

˙
rhya rituals, which has been derived from such

popular ritual as the ones reflected in the AV, was not dealt with as an

100 Ś
˙
rṅgakośa is the same as ś

˙
rṅgodaka which is used for sprinkling in the rājyābhi

˙
seka

of the BodhGŚS. See above n. 89.
101 For the two traditions of the interpretation on the agnicayana, see Oldenberg 1917a:

9-16, (=Kleine Schriften pp. 327-34)
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independent ritual form, and it was mingled with a form of the ritual bath
(snāna). These various features of abhi

˙
seka can be observed in the post-

Vedic literature. The authentic forms of abhi
˙
seka in the Śrauta coronations

have also come to be accepted in the coronations of the post-Vedic and
the Purā

˙
nic rituals. The tradition of abhi

˙
seka has thus undergone a great

change in its appearance on account of the new post-Vedic requisites, such
as the employment of the various sorts of animal skins on the throne, the
deification of the pitcher, and the use of the pañcagavya. At the same time,
however, the significant elements of the post-Vedic coronations are traced
to the Śrauta coronations as examined earlier. It is also evident that some
essential sequence of the Śrauta coronation, namely, the abhi

˙
seka itself —

the enthronement — the chariot drive, constitutes one of the origin of the
prati

˙
s
˙
thā ritual.
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